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Abstract 

     Exploring how Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics is reflected and developed through the 

Sorting System of J.K. Rowling’s magical school of Hogwarts in her Harry Potter series, 

this paper considers each house and its characteristic virtues individually. Alongside a 

comparison of a particular virtue as presented in Rowling’s work to Aristotle’s account, 

each chapter includes a dissection of the students who represent and problematize these 

accounts. This format allows an exploration of how the literary text converses with an 

ancient account of moral virtue. The first chapter considers Gryffindor House and its 

virtue of courage, the first virtue that Aristotle himself considers in the Nicomachean 

Ethics. The willingness of Gryffindor students to fight and die is placed alongside Peter 

Pettigrew’s apparent cowardliness in order to consider Aristotle’s various accounts of 

courage and apparent courage. Ravenclaw’s virtue of intelligence is considered second, 

and Helena Ravenclaw’s immoral actions are explored in the context of Aristotle’s work 

on lack of self-restraint.  The third chapter sets out the discussion of Aristotle’s elitism 

next to Slytherin House’s requirement of not only ambition but pure-blood as well. The 

problematic characters of Horace Slughorn and Regulus Black, within this context, 

present a positive turn away from the flawed requirements of Slytherin and towards 

virtue found in complete friendships. The thesis’ final chapter focuses on Hufflepuff 

House, whose virtues, focussing on inclusion and hard work, are not easily matched with 

Aristotle. Rowling’s decision not to present a Hufflepuff character who reflects poorly 

on these virtues presents a more positive account of virtue available to everyone. The full 

thesis concludes with the recognition that, while Hufflepuff is presented as the most 

inclusive and well rounded of the houses, it too fails to bring all the virtues together. For 
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the best and fullest moral lives, one must work hard to improve all of one’s virtues, no 

matter one’s social standing, material goods, or aims for the future. Individual virtue 

should be used to help improve society as a whole, and failure to see beyond one’s self, 

as the Harry Potter series shows, leads to destruction.   
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Introduction 

The Aim of This Thesis 

     The aim of this thesis is to explore how ancient philosophy can still resonate through 

modern literature and the modern worldview in the form of J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter 

series. Rowling uses virtues as a key aspect of her literary corpus, virtues which line up 

in key ways with Aristotle’s account of virtue recorded in the Nicomachean Ethics. The 

aim of this thesis, then, is to more fully explore how these two authors consider the need 

for virtue and how it manifests itself. By tracking the conversation the Harry Potter 

series holds with Aristotle’s virtues, this thesis aims to explore important similarities 

highlighted in Gryffindor and Ravenclaw, and how Slytherin’s focus on superior birth is 

contrasted with more community-minded Hufflepuff house. Despite the generations 

between Aristotle and Rowling, this thesis aims to explore how understanding and 

applying virtue may have changed and how it may have stayed the same over time.  

Further, this thesis considers the need for readers to shift focus away from the central 

position of Gryffindor house as the narrative core of the text and toward recognizing 

Hufflepuff house as the moral center of the series. This discussion is achieved in the 

process of understanding the move away from Aristotle exhibited in the problematic 

Slytherins, and thus is tightly intertwined with the chief aim of this thesis. All of this is 

to be achieved through carefully examining a variety of Hogwarts students through the 

lens of their particular house’s virtue (i.e. Gryffindors on their bravery, Slytherins on 

their ambition and so on), allowing for an understanding of how Aristotle’s morals are 

focused and separated by the Sorting system. By taking the students as representatives of 

their house virtues, “where [they] ought to be” the Sorting Hat explains (PS, 88), allows 
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for the virtues themselves to have meaning for the students and something to live up to 

and achieve. One must recognize that every character, just like a real human being, is far 

more complex than the Sorting system necessarily allows – having more virtues and 

vices than those displayed in their house. However, by failing to address the students 

through the lens of their own houses, the importance of the Sorting system and its 

relationship to Aristotle’s discussion of virtues become less important: if a Ravenclaw 

was meant to be as brave as a Gryffindor why then were they not sorted into Gryffindor 

in the first place? With the recognition that the students are more complicated than this 

thesis’ dissection necessarily allows, this thesis chooses to focus on how Rowling uses 

the achievement of specific house virtues (and often, more tellingly, the failure to 

achieve those particular virtues) to complicate the virtues themselves1. This thesis aims 

to specifically explore how the students of each Hogwarts House embody and reject the 

similarly-presented virtues found in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics.        

 

Why Harry Potter 

     There is a need to understand, and in some cases to defend, the choice to use J.K. 

Rowling’s Harry Potter series as a literary foil to Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. Potter 

Studies have, in recent years, flourished within the English Literature departments, 

proving that the series has found footing within the academic world. In fact, works 

considering the legal system and laws of Rowling’s work, numerous texts on the 

                                                           
1 It could also be noted that this failure to achieve one’s specific House virtue can offer additional criticism 

against the Sorting System itself. Headmaster Dumbledore himself seems to take issue with the Sorting in 

some way, commenting in the final book of the series, “I sometimes think we Sort too soon…” (DH, 545). 

While this is an extremely interesting argument and this thesis may offer it some shades of consideration it 

will still take the Sorting System as an integral part of Hogwarts, seeing that Dumbledore pictures a delay 

before the Sorting rather than a full removal of the system.  
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philosophical connections found throughout the seven books, and explorations of the 

cross-media and sub-creation merits of the series have all found publication following 

the popular rise of Harry Potter. Yet it is here that the first defense must be made for 

including Harry Potter alongside the philosophical giant that is Aristotle: its popularity. 

There has often been a bias against literary works rising through the ranks as popular 

reading, especially children’s literature. In fact, the argument against the literary merits 

of Harry Potter while it rose up the ranks of the New York Times bestseller list (before 

it was split to place children’s literature into its own category)2 was often fought, and 

continues to be fought, in the public forums of reviews and the wider internet. Anthony 

Holden’s article, published just prior to the release of Harry Potter and the Goblet of 

Fire, lays charges against the “marketing phenomenon” around the series and how it 

stood a chance of receiving the Book of the Year prize. While Holding bemoaned the 

possibility, asking “Were [the] children…to be allowed to choose the Book of the 

Year?”,3 he also admitted to several sets of numbers that have only grown since 2000: 

“Having gritted my teeth and struggled through the first two before passing sentence, I 

remain dumbstruck at their huge popularity. The first three books have sold 21 million 

copies in the US and a further seven million in Britain and the English-speaking world.” 

He even notes that not all of that 21 million are only children, noting that 150,000 books 

with dustjackets designed for adults are included in that number, saying nothing of adults 

who do not care about the picture on the front. These numbers are only from the first 

                                                           
2   Arguably to clear Harry Potter from its proper adult list, something even the critics admit to: consider 

Anthony Holden’s follow up article “So farewell, Harry Potter” in which he discusses all of the better 

literary works that were pushed off the list by Harry Potter which will get more attention following the 

split in the lists. 
3   All quotations and numbers are quoted from Holden’s original article: “Why Harry Potter doesn’t cast a 

spell over me”.   
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three books of the seven-book series and only continued to grow as the series was 

completed.4 For the 20th anniversary of the first Harry Potter book, The Philosopher’s 

Stone, Time Magazine published a special edition celebrating Rowling’s series which 

provides several important statistics as of 2017: “Copies Sold Worldwide: 450 million. 

Editions in Translation: 79. Estimated Value of Franchise: $25 billion. Amount Movies 

Have Grossed Worldwide: $7.7 billion” (Gray, Paul 12). These numbers show that Harry 

Potter has reached across the world and endured through two decades. The public, then, 

must consider Rowling’s series as something worth continuing to share.  

     Following the continued popularity of Rowling’s work, the argument changed to 

whether Harry Potter was worth even children’s attention. Arguments have continued to 

be made against the inclusion of Harry Potter even in school systems due to a “dumbing 

down”5 of the classics. However, books never start as classics. That recognition occurs 

over time when people, even children, find texts which speak to them and thus return to 

them over and over: 

Surely any books that will become ‘classics’ must reflect something about  

the values of the age and society that produce them. They must conjure a  

real world or one that parallels the real world in intriguing ways. They must  

use language in a way that calls readers’ attention to language itself and to  

how language reflects culture and cultural values (Whited 9).   

                                                           
4 There are several sources which more fully break down the positive reception of the Harry Potter series 

such as number of books sold and what awards the series has won. Consider Lana A. Whited’s 

introduction in The Ivory Tower and Harry Potter as well as Chapter Three of Suman Guptu’s Re-reading 

Harry Potter. 
5 See Daniel Boffey’s 2008 article on the inclusion of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone as part of 

the British A-level English exams. 
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The popularity of Rowling’s works says that there must be something about the world 

and characters of Harry Potter which draws people to them. It is not just the public 

either: Potter Studies as an academic topic has continued to expand. Scholars studying 

under many different disciplines have found Harry Potter an interesting modern literary 

work. Collections of essays,6 special editions of literary magazines,7 and monographs8 

have all been published on Harry Potter and its variety of themes, philosophical 

questions, and literary merits. Thus, this thesis becomes part of a far larger academic 

field that has rapidly developed in the last twenty years, finding itself in good company 

with scholars from several different fields of study. More specifically, some scholars 

have begun to bring Aristotle and Rowling together: Patricia Donaher and James M. 

Okapal mention Aristotle’s virtue theory during their discussion of free will in the series 

while Carrie-Ann Biondi considers how Plato’s and Aristotle’s works play off of each 

other in the specific scene of King’s Cross in the final book. Although this thesis 

attempts more breadth and depth by dissecting all of the house’s virtues it finds 

companionship with authors such as Tom Morris and Steven Patterson who offer closer 

readings of specific virtues (courage and ambition respectively). These works are 

particularly fascinating when paired with Jennifer Mogg’s and Kendra Tully’s broader 

exploration of Harry Potter virtue through the lens of Aristotle’s moral and intellectual 

virtues. However, there has yet to appear a fuller investigation into how all four houses 

                                                           
6 Reading Harry Potter: Critical Essays, edited by Giselle Liza Anatol and a follow-up collection by the 

same editor, Reading Harry Potter Again: New Critical Essays; The Ivory Tower and Harry Potter: 

Perspectives on a Literary Phenomenon, edited by Lana A. Whited; and The Law & Harry Potter, edited 

by Jeffrey E. Thomas and Franklin G. Snyder to name a few. 
7 See, for example, the special edition of the Reason Papers “Imagining Better: Philosophical Issues in 

Harry Potter” published in 2012, a full five years after the publication of the final Harry Potter book in the 

series. 
8 One Fine Potion: The Literary Magic of Harry Potter by Greg Garrett and Gupta Suman’s Re-Reading 

Harry Potter among others. 
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relate to and differ from Aristotle’s account of virtue in the Nicomachean Ethics that also 

considers how the houses then relate and converse with each other. While scholars have 

certainly picked up on the similarities between the Hogwarts houses’ virtues and 

Aristotle’s own writing, there has not been an in-depth attempt to understand how this 

connection may be read as well as problematized and subverted through this closeness. 

Therefore, this thesis aims to present a fuller conversation of the similarities between 

these two accounts of virtue as well as how their final goals may come to differ from 

each other. 

     It is at the intersection of these two previous points – that Rowling’s Harry Potter 

series is popular among the general population, even worldwide, and that scholars have 

recognized that the series has some academic heft to it – which helps one understand 

why Harry Potter, alongside Aristotle, is a worthy topic of Social and Political Thought. 

The question of how to be the best human and person is a key point in the discussions of 

Social and Political Thought: how are humans supposed to act on an individual level as 

well as part of a family, a city, a society, and as a species? The Nicomachean Ethics 

provides Aristotle’s much-read account of human virtue but it is older and often distant 

to readers today. Modern readers, while gaining much from classical philosophers, are 

likely to seek out accounts which show them their own world (see again Lana A. 

Whited’s comment, quoted above). This recognition of themselves can help lead a 

person to an expanded social and philosophical understanding of themselves and their 

society. Combining Aristotle’s work with pop culture, like Harry Potter, allows one to 

apply older philosophies to modern circumstances, and even to one’s self. Aristotle, 

toward the beginning of his Nicomachean Ethics, notes that deliberation on one’s actions 
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is necessary to understand the best and most virtuous course of action to take, but even 

he admits that deliberation, especially by oneself, can be difficult and endless: “And if a 

person will always be deliberating about [facts], the process will go on infinitely” 

(Aristotle 50; 1113a 2-4).9 Aristotle thus allows for the fact that people deliberate and 

learn from each other: “We also take counselors when it comes to great matters, 

distrusting ourselves on the grounds that we are not adequate to determine them” (48; 

1112b 9-11). In seeking to understand virtue, human action, and socio-political culture, a 

person must take in counsel and experience from a variety of sources, including the 

written source. In fact, literature has never been far from philosophy. Consider: while 

Socrates claims, in Plato’s Republic, that the poets must be rejected by society, the text 

begins with a version of the myth of the ring of Gyges. Aristotle himself has an entire 

text – though now only available in its incomplete form – on drama and literature called 

the Poetics. In fact, many philosophers throughout the ages have used a plethora of 

literary styles to present their philosophical arguments; works of literature can and often 

do double as philosophical treatises.10  

     Using the Harry Potter series alongside Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, this thesis 

sets out to explore how philosophy and literature have continued to use and mould each 

other to further the discussions of virtue, the best life, and how one ought to be to be 

human. This additional source of deliberation and human experience, as presented in the 

Harry Potter series, should be academically studied from the perspective of a Social and 

Political scholar because it has become a resource for people. For proof of this one does 

                                                           
9 Unless otherwise specified all Aristotle quotes are taken from the Bartlett and Collins translation. 
10 Consider Plato’s use of dialogues all the way down through history to Albert Camus’ philosophically 

saturated novels. 
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not have to look much further than the charity and humanitarian groups which have 

sprung from the creative works of J.K. Rowling: consider The Harry Potter Alliance, a 

real-life organization dedicated to improving their communities and the world as inspired 

by the literary Harry Potter and his friends.11 Other fan-groups have sprouted up around 

the world to share Harry Potter, literacy, and charity.12 which presents real-world proof 

that people have taken Rowling’s series seriously as a moral compass. With that said, it 

becomes imperative that Harry Potter be examined as a social and political text to 

understand and interpret some of the lessons the books present. Social and Political 

Thought must include the literature of the time which people select and learn from just as 

much as it must include the ancient philosophy on which societies have been based and 

which they have passed down. 

 

On Aristotle’s Virtues 

     Before continuing, it is important to lay out the basics of Aristotle’s moral accounts as 

they appear in his Nicomachean Ethics. In this text, Aristotle divides virtue into two 

types: moral and intellectual. However, this division is blurred by the fact that one of the 

intellectual virtues, prudence, comes to contain all the moral virtues mentioned 

previously, merging the two different types of virtues into the same family. In fact, for 

much of Aristotle’s discussion of the virtues, before the Nicomachean Ethics develops 

into a discussion of friendship and politics, he treats the virtues as much more of a 

                                                           
11 Further information about the Harry Potter Alliance and their ongoing projects such as ‘Protego’ and 

‘Friends of the Apparating Library’ can be found on their website, listed in the Work Cited under 

Campaigns. 
12 The Group Who Shall Not Be Named and Lumos, a children’s charity founded by Rowling herself can 

both be found online. 
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collective whole – particularly in his discussion of self-restraint and its failure. This is 

important to note because it allows self-restraint and lack of self-restraint to be applied to 

different types of virtue, moral and intellectual alike. In other words, one can lack self-

restraint in both thoughts and actions, as will be shown later.  

     In his breakdown of the different virtues, Aristotle begins with the moral virtues, 

naming twelve altogether. Each virtue, called the mean, is paired with two vices: one of 

excess and one of deficiency. A full chart has been provided below (Figure 1). 
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Aristotle’s Moral Virtues 

Sphere of Action Deficiency Mean Excess 

Fear and 

Confidence 

Cowardliness Courage Recklessness 

Pleasure and Pain Insensibility Temperance Licentiousness 

Getting and 

Spending Money 

(minor) 

Illiberality Liberality Prodigality 

Getting and 

Spending Money 

(major) 

Pettiness Magnificence Vulgarity 

Honour and 

Dishonour 

(major) 

Pusillanimity Magnanimity Vanity 

Honour and 

Dishonour 

(minor) 

Unambitious True Ambition Over-Ambition 

Anger Lack of spirit Gentleness/Patience Irascibility 

Self-Expression Mock modesty Truthfulness Boastfulness 

Conversation Boorishness Wittiness Buffoonery 

Social Conduct Cantankerousness Friendliness Obsequiousness 

Shame Shamelessness Modesty Shyness 

Indignation Spitefulness Righteous 

Indignation 

Envy 

 

Figure 1. 
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Following this list, Aristotle only discusses ten as virtues, laying shame aside as 

inappropriate and failing to consider indignation again at all. Concerning shame, Aristotle 

says that it is not a virtue because it “seems more like a passion than a characteristic” 

(88; 1128b 11) and because “it occurs in connection with base things” (88; 1128b 23). 

The only time Aristotle considers shame appropriate is when it is found in the young 

because “the young ought to be bashful because the many errors they make, in living by 

passion, are checked by a sense of shame” (88; 1128b 18-9). This is particularly 

interesting in the context of Rowling’s Hogwarts because students learn, make mistakes, 

and feel shame or are shamed by those around them. While these lessons are sometimes 

positive, they do not always teach the students and readers the correct message. While 

internal shame may be a virtue in the young, external shaming is not because other 

children may not know what the correct choice is, so are not able to correct the 

misbehaving child properly. Consider when Harry’s13 parseltongue abilities are revealed 

to the Dueling Club in Chamber of Secrets. Harry prevents a snake from attacking 

another student, but everyone assumes he is encouraging it. Harry is rejected by the 

students despite doing the correct thing because the students do not know the full 

situation. Internal shame acts differently than external shame; it enables the use and 

improvement of one’s own reason rather than a reliance on others. Additionally, Rowling 

seems to agree with Aristotle about shame in adults as several adults show internal 

shame throughout the series precisely because they know what their actions are wrong 

but fail to change those actions. As a brief example, expanded in the Ravenclaw chapter, 

                                                           
13 When referring to the character of Harry Potter regular font will be used. While referring to the series as 

a whole or a specific book in the series Harry Potter will be in italics. 
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Helena Ravenclaw feels shame for stealing her mother’s diadem. This is inappropriate 

because Helena knew it was wrong from the beginning but did it anyway. 

     Aristotle then discusses the remaining ten virtues, discussing the proper realm of the 

virtue between its corresponding vices. The virtue of courage, for example, can be found 

in the soldier who obeys orders and engages the enemy with the rest of the army, in his 

proper place; the cowardly soldier runs from battle while the reckless soldier charges 

ahead of his comrades and thus meets the enemy alone and is easily killed. The 

attainment of virtue becomes, in this way, much more of a spectrum than a binary choice 

between virtue and vice. While the virtue itself can be recognized as the mean between 

the vices and thus understood as a point on this spectrum, people rarely act with such 

precision. Aiming for the middle point is easier than moving toward it. Aristotle even 

notes that in many cases, a person will need to move towards the opposite vice to correct 

one’s path away from the vice they are prone to:  

But one must examine what we ourselves readily incline toward, for some  

of us naturally incline to some things, others to other things. This [object  

of our inclination] will be recognizable from the pleasure and the pain that  

occur in our case. And we must drag ourselves far from error, we will  

arrive at the middle term, which is in fact what those who straighten warped 

lumber do (Aristotle 40-1; 1109b 1-8).  

Therefore, virtue is not an easy thing to achieve but Aristotle tries to provide a path 

towards it. However, he is careful to note that he can only provide an outline of virtue for 

people: “But let it be agreed to in advance that every argument concerned with what 

ought to be done is bound to be stated in outline only and not precisely….Matters of 
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action and those pertaining to what is advantageous have nothing stationary about them” 

(28; 1104a 1-5). Every person, with different circumstances and knowledge, will have to 

approach achieving virtue in their own way. In fact, Aristotle, in noting that virtues 

“have nothing stationary about them,” recognizes that people will constantly acquire new 

knowledge and experience which will change how they respond to changing 

circumstances.  

     Virtue is achieved through habituation: doing the correct and virtuous thing over and 

over until one’s immediate response is the virtuous one. However, just as people are 

different from each other, so too are circumstances and there is no real guarantee that a 

person will always respond perfectly despite habituation – because a person cannot 

always be habituated to every possible circumstance. Thus, virtues will manifest 

differently across the board; what is temperate for one person is not for another, and 

what is generous depends on one’s circumstances: Mrs. Weasley sending Harry his own 

Christmas jumper despite needing to buy her family used school supplies is a far more 

meaningful gesture than Mr. Malfoy buying the entire Slytherin Quidditch team new 

brooms.  

     Nor is it possible, for many people, to habituate themselves to all the different virtues. 

People are more likely to be virtuous in one or two ways but overall be a more vicious 

person, craving pleasure more than virtue: “‘For [people] are good in one way, but in all 

kinds of ways bad’” (35; 1106b 35). People are also limited in certain virtues depending 

on their external goods. Virtues such as magnanimity, which means one is worthy of 

great things, requires that person to be truly worthy of great things, and magnificence, 
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which constitutes funding great projects and festivals, requires access to great wealth. 

Many of the virtues are limited by who can access them and to what degree.14  

     Alongside the moral virtues, Aristotle sets forth five intellectual virtues which 

concern different types of knowledge, listed in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
14 While for other virtues this would simply be part of the spectrum on which people move toward the 

mean, Aristotle himself separates some of the virtues out, thus, in his work, limiting who has access to 

them. Aristotle places certain requirements to achieve certain virtues: to be magnificent one has to 

physically have access to large sums of money. If Aristotle did not see important differences between 

magnificence and generosity and between magnanimity and ambition he could have combined them and 

given them the same means. However, Aristotle differentiates between each of them, cutting off people 

who do not have great wealth or great souls from specific virtues. If then, one believes the argument that 

Aristotle requires a person to have all the virtues to be considered properly virtuous these people are also 

cut off from virtue in its entirety as well.  
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Aristotle’s Intellectual Virtues 

Virtue Sphere of Thought Example Questions 

Technē Craft knowledge, art skills How do you build a 

chair? (Technē is also 

concerned with action: 

how well can the 

craftsmen build the 

chair?) 

Science Facts that can be 

demonstrated 

Fewer questions and 

more statements: water is 

wet. 

Prudence Knowledge of good things 

for humans and human 

action (both generally and 

individually) 

How much water does 

this person need to be 

healthy? How much 

exercise does this other 

person need? 

Wisdom Universal principles and 

what results from them 

What is natural and why? 

What created the 

universe? 

Intellect/Understanding True but indemonstrable 

things 

What is truth? What is 

justice? 

 

Figure 2. 
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Intellectual virtues do not really have a mean in the same sense that the moral virtues do 

because the intellectual virtues are what help a person discover the moral mean. Rather, 

it is reason – encompassing the different intellectual virtues – that helps to discover the 

moral means:  

For in all the characteristics mentioned (just as in the others as well), there  

is a certain target that he who possesses reason looks to and so tightens or 

loosens; and there is a certain defining boundary of the middle, which middle,  

we assert, is between the excess and the deficiency, since it is in accord with 

correct reason (115; 1138b 20-4). 

The intellectual virtues help one to understand, and thus achieve, the moral virtues 

because habituation and experience, in Aristotle’s account, need to be properly paired 

with good deliberation for moral virtues to be achieved. Additionally, the intellectual 

virtues help one to understand the world around them, and their place in it which is 

another aspect of moral action. 

     With this understanding of Aristotle’s moral and intellectual virtues, it now becomes 

possible to consider their similarities and importance in J.K. Rowling’s Sorting System. 
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Chapter 1: Courage and Gryffindor House 

On Hogwarts and the Sorting 

     As has been shown, Aristotle understands that true virtue is hard to achieve. The fact, 

then, that several of Aristotle’s virtues have appeared in the world of Harry Potter may 

seem confusing. J.K. Rowling’s characters are primarily school children who present an 

image of virtue and morality that, while difficult, is not unachievable for the average 

person. In fact, Hogwarts, the magical boarding school in which many of the Harry 

Potter adventures occur, is organized around the concept of virtue being present in 

everyone. When each Hogwarts’ student first arrives, at the age of eleven, they are sorted 

into one of four houses which serves as their home and family until graduation: “The 

Sorting is a very important ceremony because, while you are here, your house will be 

something like your family within Hogwarts. You will have classes with the rest of your 

house, sleep in your house dormitory and spend free time in your house common room” 

(Rowling, PS 85). This sorting is achieved using a magical artifact called the Sorting 

Hat, a hat with the ability to look briefly into each student’s mind and consider which 

house is the best fit for them: Gryffindor, Slytherin, Ravenclaw, or Hufflepuff. This 

decision is based on the type of student that each of the house founders (the first four 

witches and wizards that founded the school) preferred to teach. At the beginning of each 

yearly sorting, the Sorting Hat explains how the houses are divided and which virtues 

were prized by which founder: “Now each of these four founders/ Formed their own 

house, for each/ Did value different virtues/ In the ones they had to teach” (Rowling, 

GoF 157). Of the seven years that the series covers, Harry hears only three of these 

songs, each getting progressively longer as the Hat adds additional information and 
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warnings throughout Harry’s schooling. While the warnings are an additional benefit, the 

Hat’s main job is to sort the new students into one of the four houses. Each house is 

based, generally, around a key virtue which can be matched to virtues located in 

Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics augmented with one or two other characteristics. It is 

these virtues which each student, after being sorted into a house, is expected to perfect in 

their years at Hogwarts. Placing similarly-characterized students together helps push 

habituation to the houses’ chosen virtue as a key to success at Hogwarts. Being around 

people who are brave is meant to help people become brave.  However, Rowling, 

throughout the series, often presents characters who fail to live up to the virtue of their 

house and thus troubles the entire concept of habituation to virtue across both Aristotle 

and Harry Potter. Danaya C. Wright notes that this type of habituation is limited, 

especially when it comes to virtue:  

At Hogwarts, wizard children hone their magical powers, learn their own  

limits as well as those set by the Ministry for using magic in the world  

outside school, acquire membership in the brotherhood and sisterhood of  

their respective houses, and engage in communal dialogue about their 

responsibilities in the greater world. But Hogwarts is forced to take the  

children as they come, complete with prejudices and moral stains (142). 

School is the second place that most children learn from while their families are the first 

source of rules and habituation to social standards. This means that even full separation 

into the houses can not immediately undo the lessons a child brings from their home life. 

In fact, the lessons learned in the home are often amplified through the school system, 

thus characterizing how a student responds to people in their own house and those in the 
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other houses, rather than the school having full control over these interactions. The 

Sorting Hat selects students based on the strongest virtues already present in that student 

which means the school just builds on the existing foundations.    

 

Courage and Gryffindor House 

     As the house of the eponymous character Harry Potter, Gryffindor is the house 

readers know most intimately because it is the lens through which the world is viewed. 

The virtue of Gryffindor is courage, the very first virtue that Aristotle considers in his 

Nicomachean Ethics. Aristotle takes half a book to discuss the virtue and vices 

connected to courage, a discussion matched in length only by temperance. Courage, then, 

stands as an important virtue for both Aristotle and Rowling as well as a gateway into the 

discussion of the other virtues. It is worth noting that Gryffindor is the house whose 

virtue matches most closely to Aristotle’s own account of courage.   

     Below are the relevant sections on Gryffindor as cited in the three sorting songs to 

which Harry is privy: 

First Year 

 You might belong in Gryffindor,  

 Where dwell the brave at heart, 

 Their daring, nerve, and chivalry, 

 Set Gryffindors apart (Rowling, PS 88) 

Fourth Year 

 By Gryffindor, the bravest were 

 Prized beyond the rest (Rowling, GoF 157) 
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And Fifth Year 

 Said Gryffindor, ‘We’ll teach those 

 With brave deeds to their name …. 

While the bravest and the boldest  

 Went to daring Gryffindor (Rowling, OotP 185) 

While the first song provides several possible virtues to be considered, including bravery 

alongside “daring, nerve, and chivalry,” the later songs narrow this focus to the courage 

of the students specifically.  

     Aristotle begins his discussion of courage by noting that it is within the purview of 

fear and thus means overcoming that fear. However, the necessary acts of courage for 

Aristotle are not always clear. There are many things that cause fear, yet Aristotle limits 

the type of fear against which his virtue of courage can arise:  

One ought not to fear poverty, perhaps, or sickness, or, in general, anything  

that is not the result of vice or one’s own doing. But he who is fearless 

concerning these things is not courageous either, though we do say that he  

too is fearless by dint of a certain similarity [to the truly courageous]  

(Aristotle 55; 1115a 17-20).  

Fearlessness is something different from courage for Aristotle, though he is careful to 

note that the two can look very similar and fearlessness may garner at least some praise 

for that similarity. Yet, to be completely insensible to fear of any sort is less virtuous: 

“For some things one even ought to fear, and it is noble to do so and shameful not to” 

(55; 1115a 13-4) because there is nothing to overcome. Courage requires a feeling of 

fear because true courage is being able to accept that one is afraid but willing to face that 
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fearful thing anyway. However, Aristotle attempts to specify what fear the truly 

courageous person faces, coming to the conclusion that death, as the greatest thing to 

fear, is thus the purview of courage:  

With what sort of frightening things, then, is the courageous man  

concerned? Or is he concerned with those that are such to the greatest  

degree? For no one more steadfastly endures terrible things. And the  

most frightening thing is death, for it is a limit [or end], and there seems  

to be nothing else for the dead, nothing either good or bad (55; 1115a 24-7). 

The properly courageous person is concerned with the most frightening thing. Since 

death is the most apparent end that we can perceive, the end of the state of our existence 

as we know it, it is the most overwhelming fear we could truly face. While the 

courageous person may still feel fear, he is willing to overcome it for the right reasons, 

which Aristotle is able to help pinpoint: 

But the courageous man would seem not to be concerned with death in  

any or every circumstance – for example, death at sea or by way of illnesses.  

In what circumstances, then? Or is it in the noblest? Such deaths are those  

that occur in war, for they happen amid the greatest and noblest danger  

(55; 1115a 27-31). 

Courage in facing the possibility of death in battle serves as Aristotle’s final conclusion. 

He goes on to add, a little further down: “Yet surely the courageous man is fearless also 

at sea and in sickness, though not in the way sailors are. For the courageous man despairs 

of his preservation and is disgusted with this sort of death” (55; 1115b 1-4). A 

courageous man not only faces death in the paradigmatic circumstances of war but is 
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also disgusted by the possibility of finding death in less than honourable places: out of 

his control and the purview of honour.15 Further, even death in battle must be made for 

some noble reason the reason for the battle itself must be the correct one in order to 

properly achieve one’s ends: “But the courageous man is as undaunted as a human being 

can be. He will fear [what is not humanly bearable like death], then, but he will endure 

them in the way he ought and as reason commands, for the sake of the noble, for that is 

the end of virtue” (Aristotle 56;1115b 10-5). Dying must occur for the proper and noble 

reasons which is why death at sea is not a proper death: it is not done for the correct 

reason.  

     Is it possible for the Sorting Hat to recognize courage in the face of death in the minds 

of eleven-year-olds? The answer is yes. From the first book of the series, The 

Philosopher’s Stone, Rowling shows that the true embodiment of Gryffindor courage is 

courage in the face of death. Towards the end of the book, Harry and his friends discover 

that someone is going to steal the eponymous Philosopher’s Stone from the depths of the 

castle. Despite having been rebuffed and warned off by two different professors, Harry 

makes the decision to try and reach the stone before the servant of Lord Voldemort. 

When both his friends attempt to stop him, warning him that he could be expelled, Harry 

explodes:  

SO WHAT? Don’t you understand? If Snape gets hold of the Stone,  

Voldemort’s coming back! Haven’t you heard what it was like when  

he was trying to take over? There won’t be any Hogwarts to get expelled  

                                                           
15 It ought to be noted here that while magnanimity and ambition are the virtues concerning social and 

political honours, all of Aristotle’s virtues are connected through personal honour and thus concern honour 

in some way. 
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from! He’ll flatten it, or turn it into a school for the Dark Arts! Losing  

points doesn’t matter any more, can’t you see? D’you think he’ll leave  

you and your families alone if Gryffindor win[s] the House Cup? If I get  

caught before I can get to the Stone, well, I’ll have to go back to the  

Dursleys and wait for Voldemort to find me there. It’s only dying a bit  

later than I would have done, because I’m never going over to the Dark  

Side! I’m going through that trapdoor tonight and nothing you two say is  

going to stop me (Rowling, PS 196-7). 

In this moment, Harry, at age eleven,16 already shows the type of true courage that 

Aristotle presents in the Nicomachean Ethics. Not only is he displaying a willingness to 

die in battle, specifically against Voldemort or his servant, but Harry also shows the 

characteristic disgust at the idea of setting aside that honourable death for lesser reasons 

(to avoid expulsion or to win the House Cup). While these activities on their own may be 

honourable things for which to aim – in fact, recognition by one’s peers comes up 

throughout the Nicomachean Ethics as something for which one ought to aim – when 

done at the cost of avoiding death, they are dishonourable and should be treated with 

revulsion. When Harry points this out, both Hermione and Ron recognize their incorrect 

choice and agree to go with him; his proper courageous choice brings out the courage in 

his two friends. However, it should be noted that Harry feels fear just as much as either 

of his friends, but he chooses to move past it, as is noted by Tom Morris:  

                                                           
16 Nor does Harry lose this courage throughout the series: his final battle with Voldemort is only enacted 

after Harry willingly recognizes the need to die and submits to this need. It is a quintessential choice and 

writers and philosophers have not failed to notice how it mirrors both Aristotle (See: Ionoaia) or other 

Greek thinkers such as Socrates – an interesting comparison between these two is provided by Michael W. 

Austin. 
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Harry is certainly not someone insensible to danger, to put it very mildly.  

He recognizes it wherever it is and feels it deeply. Yet, he somehow  

always manages to overcome these visceral sensations, despite their  

strength, and embody the virtue of courage to the point of standing up  

to the greatest of adversaries, saving the day, and earning the accolades of  

people all around him (13). 

Harry overcomes the fear he feels, which highlights the key difference Aristotle sees 

between courage and fearlessness. Harry is able to understand the consequences of both 

action and inaction and make the correct choice which is key: “He, then, who endures 

and fears what he ought and for the sake of what he ought, and in the way he ought and 

when, and who is similarly confident as well, is courageous” (Aristotle 56; 1115b 18-

20). Feeling fear is necessary for overcoming it which is a large part of why Harry’s 

courage at so young an age is impressive and Aristotelian.  

     One may argue, however, that this is not, in truth, the type of courage that Rowling is 

actually envisioning with regards to Gryffindor house in general. While she does present 

several different accounts of courage, which will be considered a little further down, 

Rowling reinforces this trait as finding its pinnacle in one’s willingness to fight and die 

in battle by showing it in practically every Gryffindor student. In Deathly Hallows, the 

culminating battle of the wizarding war occurs in the halls of Hogwarts. In preparation, 

Minerva McGonagall, acting Head Mistress of the school, calls all the students to the 

Great Hall to inform them of the besieging army and to allow the elder students the 

chance to stay and fight if they wish. While this is occurring, Voldemort sends out a 
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message to the school offering to leave the school alone if they willingly hand over 

Harry Potter. The school’s response follows:  

Then a figure rose from the Slytherin table and [Harry] recognised  

Pansy Parkinson as she raised a shaking arm and screamed, ‘But he’s  

there! Potter’s there. Someone grab him!’  

     Before Harry could speak, there was a massive movement. The  

Gryffindors in front of him had risen and stood facing, not Harry, but  

the Slytherins. Then the Hufflepuffs stood, and, almost at the same moment, 

the Ravenclaws, all of them with their backs to Harry, all of them looking 

towards Pansy instead, and Harry, awestruck and overwhelmed, saw wands 

emerging everywhere, pulled from beneath cloaks and from under sleeves 

[emphasis hers] (Rowling, DH 490-1).  

Again, the Gryffindors lead the pack because they already have the necessary courage in 

the face of death inside of them. It is only after the Gryffindors display this courage that 

the other houses feel comfortable being able to stand up as well, though they follow 

closely behind without any major hesitation. However, it is again the Gryffindors that 

retain this courage as preparation for the battle continues. After sending the younger 

students away, Harry notes who choose to remain behind:  

The Slytherin table was completely deserted, but a number of older  

Ravenclaws remained seated while their fellows filed out; even more  

Hufflepuffs stayed behind and half of Gryffindor remained in their seats, 

necessitating Professor McGonagall’s descent from the teachers’  

platform to chivvy the under-age on their way (491). 
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While the other houses do not hesitate to stand up and protect Harry from their fellow 

students, there is a notable divide in the houses as to who is willing to stay to fight 

Voldemort and his army. Gryffindor, far and above the other houses, has students willing 

to die in battle, showing for Rowling, that true courage, while difficult, can be achieved 

by the young. She also admits that it is found in more students than just Harry, and in 

more houses than just Gryffindor.  

 

The Problem of Peter Pettigrew 

     Yet, there appears to be a major objection to this image of true Aristotelian courage 

being found in Gryffindor: Peter Pettigrew. Pettigrew is a former student of Hogwarts 

and was sorted into Gryffindor along with his three best friends: Remus Lupin, Sirius 

Black, and James Potter (the father of Harry). As Harry pieces together the story of how 

his parents were murdered by Voldemort, he discovers that his parents had used a very 

powerful magical spell to hide. They used the Fidelius Charm which hides the location 

of a house by entrusting its location to a single person, the Secret Keeper, the only one 

who can pass the location on to others. Since James Potter distrusted Lupin for being a 

werewolf and his brotherly relationship with Sirius would make him too obvious, James 

picked Pettigrew to be the Secret Keeper while Sirius acted as a decoy. This choice gets 

both James and Lily killed as Pettigrew gives their location to Voldemort, blames Sirius, 

fakes his own death, and hides in his alternate form as a rat. Pettigrew comes across not 

as the virtuous courageous person about whom Aristotle writes but rather as an example 

of a vice the philosopher pairs with courage: cowardliness. Aristotle calls cowardliness 
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the deficient vice belonging to courage: when one lacks courage and is overly fearful of 

things:  

He who exceeds in being fearful is a coward, for he fears what one ought  

not and in the way one ought not, and all the things of that sort that follow.  

He is also deficient in feeling confidence, but it is in his exceeding in feeling  

pain that his is more conspicuous. The coward, therefore, is someone of faint 

hope, for he fears everything (Aristotle 57; 1115b 34- 1116a 3). 

Pettigrew seems to fit into this cowardly deficiency. In fact, in tracking Pettigrew down 

in the third book, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, Sirius Black directly 

denounces Pettigrew for lacking true courage to face death: 

 ‘He – he was taking over everywhere!’ gasped Pettigrew. ‘Wh-what was  

there to be gained by refusing him?  

     ‘What was there to be gained by fighting the most evil wizard who has  

ever existed?’ said Black, with a terrible fury in his face. ‘Only innocent  

lives, Peter!’  

     ‘You don’t understand!’ whined Pettigrew. ‘He would have killed me  

Sirius!’  

     ‘THEN YOU SHOULD HAVE DIED!’ roared Black. ‘DIED RATHER  

THAN BETRAY YOUR FRIENDS, AS WE WOULD HAVE DONE FOR 

YOU!’  

(Rowling, PoA 274-5). 

Sirius calls Pettigrew out on his willingness to betray his friends for his own safety rather 

than fight and die for the right reasons. Pettigrew comes across as exceptionally 
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cowardly in this moment for his easy willingness to exchange the lives of his friends for 

his own safety.  

     Yet, it is important to recognize that this supposed cowardliness is complicated in 

both Rowling’s own series as well as Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. Neville 

Longbottom, for example, at the beginning of the series, also comes across as more 

cowardly and a pushover. At the end of the Philosopher’s Stone, following Harry’s 

choice to go after the Stone to try and reach it before Voldemort does, the golden trio – 

Harry, Ron, and Hermione – is confronted by Neville who refuses to let them leave, 

going so far as to threaten to fight them in order to keep Gryffindor out of trouble. In 

many ways, Neville is making a similar choice to Pettigrew: a willingness to stand up 

against his friends to protect himself from the wrath of the other Gryffindor students. 

Neville is wrong here; there are greater things at stake than their house reputation. 

However, he is working under incomplete logic and is forgiven for this mistake, most 

notably at the final feast of the school year, when Headmaster Dumbledore specifically 

gives points to Neville while saying, “There are all kinds of courage…. It takes a great 

deal of bravery to stand up to our enemies, but just as much to stand up to our friends” 

(Rowling, PS 221). While Neville chooses something that looks like courage instead of 

proper courage, he is made aware of this when Harry, Ron, and Hermione save the 

Philosopher’s Stone. Yet, Dumbledore encourages him towards true courage by 

recognizing the mistake and accepting that is was that, a mistake made by an eleven-

year-old. Rather than be rejected for his incorrect reasoning, Neville is allowed to learn 

from his mistakes and become a more courageous person, eventually leading the 

Hogwarts’ student resistance in the final book of the series.  Neville acts as the 
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counterbalance to Pettigrew.  Both are the sort-of outside, quieter member of the group 

who makes the choice to strike out on his own, Pettigrew by throwing his lot in with 

Voldemort, and Neville by growing to the point where he becomes a leader in his own 

right. At the core there is a similarity in their choices that problematizes Pettigrew’s easy 

labeling as a coward.  

     To find the answer to this question of why Neville, and Pettigrew, find their places in 

Gryffindor, it is important to note Dumbledore’s compliment to Neville about all kinds 

of courage, and how this leads back to Aristotle’s own discussion of courage. In moving 

past the discussion of true courage as facing death in battle, Aristotle moves on to an 

additional section missing from all the other moral virtues he discusses: different types 

of courage: “Courage is something of this sort, then, but there are also other kinds of 

courage spoken of, in five ways” (57; 1116a 17-8). Of these five ways, the first is the 

most interesting to note in this particular case: “First is the courage found in the citizen, 

since it seems most like courage properly speaking. For citizens seem to endure dangers 

on account of the legal penalties and reproaches involved, as well as on account of the 

honours at stake” (57; 1116a 18-20). This type of courage certainly explains Neville’s 

position in the first book and how Neville was able to perfect his courage into the more 

proper virtuous type by the end of the series. Aristotle expands this type of courage to 

include when one fears more what is behind one’s self than the danger faced ahead: 

“Someone might put in the same category also those who are compelled by their rulers 

[to fight], but they are inferior insofar as they do what they do not through a sense of 

shame but on account of fear, and because they are fleeing not what is shameful but what 

is painful to them” (58;1116a 30-4). Pettigrew falls into this category perfectly because 
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he picks the side on which to fight that he fears more. He does not side with Voldemort 

because he agrees with him or because Voldemort’s cause is noble; Pettigrew fights and 

spies for Voldemort because Pettigrew fears Voldemort the most. This motivation 

changes slightly after he escapes Black and Lupin and returns to Voldemort but the 

reasoning is the same: Pettigrew fears both Black and Voldemort but he’ll fight for the 

side that will use him rather than kill him. Voldemort recognizes this, even after 

Pettigrew sacrifices a hand to resurrect Voldemort: “You returned to me, not out of 

loyalty, but out of fear of your old friends” (Rowling, GoF 563). Voldemort replaces 

Pettigrew’s missing hand with one made of silver but warns Peter: “May your loyalty 

never waver again” (563). Voldemort knows that Pettigrew’s courage is fluid, able to 

move him between different groups like the citizens prodded by both reward and fear to 

appear courageous. But, like Neville Longbottom, Pettigrew also had the potential to 

habituate himself to true Gryffindor courage, doing the honourable thing even when 

facing death as a result. In Deathly Hallows, Harry and his friends are in the process of 

escaping Voldemort when Pettigrew catches them. Pettigrew attempts to stop Harry and 

Harry reminds him of the honourable thing to do:  since Harry has saved his life once 

before, Pettigrew should let Harry go, even if Voldemort would kill him for it. If 

Pettigrew did not have the possibility for true Gryffindor courage in him, this reminder 

should not have meant anything, but it did. For a single second Pettigrew hesitates and 

Voldemort, having seen the possibility for true courage in the cowardly Pettigrew, 

ensures that Peter will never betray him:  

Wandless, helpless, Pettigrew’s pupils dilated in terror. His eyes had slid  
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from Harry’s face to something else. His own silver fingers were moving 

inexorably towards his own throat.  

     ‘No – ‘  

     Without pausing to think, Harry tried to drag back the hand, but there  

was no stopping it. The silver tool that Voldemort had given his most  

cowardly servant had turned upon its disarmed and useless owner; Pettigrew  

was reaping his reward for his hesitation, his moment of pity; he was being  

strangled before their eyes (Rowling, DH 381). 

Pettigrew, even as the odd Gryffindor out, presents several different types of courage 

which allowed him entrance into the Gryffindor house during his time at school and, in 

fact, followed him out into the world. Both Rowling and Aristotle provide the ideal 

virtue of courage – willingness to face death in battle – but also allow for similar types of 

courage which actually help to bridge the gap between the positions of courage and 

cowardice. While Peter Pettigrew from the start may appear a problem character who 

challenges how similar Aristotle and Rowling are in their image of courage, he actually 

helps to solidify the similarities between the two authors.   

 

A Note on Recklessness 

     An additional problem which arises within Gryffindor house is that of recklessness, 

the vice of excess connected with courage. Many people accuse Harry of acting 

recklessly, trying to run to the rescue without thinking things through properly. Harry 

often fails to plan properly before rushing off and this often has consequences which get 

more severe throughout the books: the trap laid by Voldemort which results in the death 
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of Sirius Black is an often-cited example. Aristotle has noted the need to deliberate in 

order to properly achieve virtue. However, this is not the issue that arises from his 

definition of recklessness as a vice.  

     Aristotle’s definition of recklessness is different than fearlessness because rather than 

an excess of fearlessness the reckless person has an excess of courage:  

He who exceeds in confidence when it comes to frightening things is  

reckless, and the reckless person is held to be both a boaster and pretender  

to courage; at any rate, as the courageous man actually is with respect to 

frightening things, so the reckless wishes to appear to be. In the  

circumstances in which he is able to do so, then, he imitates the  

courageous man. Hence the majority of them are in fact ‘reckless cowards,’ 

for although they are reckless where circumstances permit it, they do not  

endure frightening things (Aristotle 57; 1115b 29-34) 

Thus, rather than a failure to deliberate, as Harry does, the vice of recklessness is 

boasting about one’s courage while failing to truly be courageous when the time comes. 

In this way, Harry is not reckless at all because if he decides to do something in the face 

of danger or a challenge, he follows through. While he does not always think ahead, he is 

not boastful and cowardly, like Gilderoy Lockhart. Rather than reckless, Harry Potter is 

more prone to failures of courage when it comes to understanding “[enduring and 

fearing] what he ought, and for the sake of what he ought, and in the way he ought and 

when” (56; 1115b 18-9). While this failure means he comes across as reckless to other 

people, possibly including the reader, in the eyes of Aristotle Harry would not be so 

vicious to be considered reckless. Additionally, Harry improves his ability to deliberate 
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because his friend Hermione does deliberate and encourages Harry to do so as well.17 

One of many moments which illustrate this relationship can be found in The Order of the 

Phoenix following Harry receiving a vision that Sirius has been captured by Voldemort:  

 ‘Listen,’ she said urgently, ‘Harry, we need to establish whether Sirius  

really has left Headquarters.’ 

      ‘I’ve told you, I saw –’  

      ‘Harry, I’m begging you, please!’ said Hermione desperately. ‘Please  

let’s just check that Sirius isn’t at home before we go charging off to  

London. If we find out he’s not there, then I swear I won’t try and stop  

you. I’ll come, I’ll d-do whatever it takes to try and save him  

(Rowling, OotP 648). 

Harry agrees, and they try to contact Sirius, being fed false information and falling into 

the trap anyway. However, Harry does try to cover as many bases as he can, even telling 

Snape, the only member of the Order still on campus, that “He’s got Padfoot” (657) 

without any prompting from Hermione. Harry works to improve the intellectual aspect of 

courage alongside the physical representation of that courage but does not always hit the 

mark. This is the common outcome that Aristotle admits to when saying “it is easy to 

miss the target, hard to hit it” (35; 1106b 32-3). While Harry may not have enough 

knowledge or take enough time to consider what knowledge he does have, he is not 

reckless in Aristotle’s sense.  

                                                           
17 For a fuller discussion of Harry’s courage and deliberation see Jennifer Mogg and Kendra Tully. Their 

focus on the importance of deliberation as well as their argument that Harry fails to deliberate sufficiently 

on his own is a useful and compelling examination of the necessity of the Golden Trio as a group 

regarding Harry’s courage. It should be noted that this thesis disagrees with at least part of their argument, 

finding Harry’s deliberation in key moments more acceptable than Mogg and Tully do (as discussed 

below). However, these disagreements are slight and beside the point.  
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     Having hit on a problem for Harry Potter, his inability to deliberate properly at points, 

it is now worth considering the Hogwarts House which is meant to embody the 

intellectual virtues themselves, for perhaps understanding Ravenclaw will help to better 

understand the failures of Gryffindor.  
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Chapter 2: Intelligence and Ravenclaw House 

Intelligence and Ravenclaw House 

     Each House has students who do not quite seem to fit the Sorting Hat’s account of 

House virtues. These characters seem to problematize the virtues themselves and how 

well the Harry Potter series seems to match to Aristotle. Yet, in some cases, when 

considered closely, these students not only conform to the Sorting Hat’s noted virtues but 

help to further the relationship Hogwarts has to the Nicomachean Ethics. Peter Pettigrew 

has already demonstrated that these problematic characters can have a place within the 

larger Aristotelian context of the Harry Potter texts by allowing for an exploration of 

virtues in their non-ideal forms.  

     Ravenclaw already presents an interesting issue with this Aristotelian reading by 

encompassing a variety of intellectual virtues that, while understood in Aristotle’s 

account as existing separately, are all fully accepted into the house. Additionally, 

Aristotle’s intellectual virtues exist on something of a different playing field than his 

moral virtues. Each of the moral virtues, as far as they can be, are discussed with two 

opposing vices: courage is discussed with recklessness and cowardliness. However, the 

intellectual virtues are not presented in this manner. While Aristotle does compare 

wisdom and prudence, he does not set them up as virtue and vice.  Each has their own 

focus and use (or uselessness) to which people should pay attention; he does not present 

a negative which ought to be avoided but rather a balance that ought to be struck. 

     The Sorting Hat makes it clear that Ravenclaw’s virtue is different as well: 

First Year 

 Or yet in wise old Ravenclaw, 
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 If you’ve a ready mind, 

 Where those of wit and learning, 

 Will always find their kind; (Rowling, PS 88) 

Fourth Year 

 For Ravenclaw the cleverest 

 Would always be the best; (Rowling, GoF157) 

And Fifth Year 

 Said Ravenclaw, ‘We’ll teach those whose 

 Intelligence is surest.’ … 

 And only those of sharpest mind 

 Were taught by Ravenclaw (Rowling, OotP185) 

The three songs provide a plethora of different words describing what is best summed up 

in the fifth year when the Sorting Hat says “sharpest mind.” Ravenclaw’s virtue, then, is 

intelligence, moving away from Aristotle’s moral virtues and into his second set, the 

intellectual virtues.  

     However, this is where the first issue arises between Aristotle and the house of 

Ravenclaw: what intellectual virtue do those of Ravenclaw exhibit? Aristotle, in fact, 

outlines five different types of intellectual virtues. Robert C. Bartlett and Susan D. 

Collins translate them as “art, science, prudence, wisdom, and intellect” (118; 1139b 16-

7) while Terence Irwin’s translation reads “craft, scientific knowledge, prudence, 

wisdom, and understanding” (88; 1139b 17-8). Comparing these two different 

translations challenges an easy identification of Ravenclaw virtue. If one only used the 

Bartlett and Collins translation, one might make the mistake of seeing the final 
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intellectual virtue listed, intellect, and apply that without further investigation, ignoring 

the other four and their placement in Ravenclaw. However, Irwin’s slight variance 

invites us to consider each of the intellectual virtues and how they work separately and 

combine to become the intellect that applies to Ravenclaw. 

     Aristotle begins his breakdown of the intellectual virtues with scientific knowledge. 

This differs from the modern idea of science as the areas of science have expanded and 

developed. Aristotle defines scientific knowledge as follows:  

Science, therefore, is a characteristic bound up with demonstration….  

For whenever someone trusts in something in a certain way, and the  

principles are known to him, he has scientific knowledge; for if [he does  

not know those principles] to a greater degree than the conclusion, he will  

be in possessions of the science [only] accidentally (Aristotle 119; 1139b 32-5). 

Scientific knowledge in our world, and presumably also in the realm of Harry Potter can 

include simple things such as snow becoming water when it melts or that certain trees 

lose their leaves in winter. This type of knowledge can be known to everyone, at least 

accidentally, through the basics of observation: one sees snow melt into puddles and 

leaves falling off trees in autumn. However, to have proper scientific knowledge it is 

necessary to know why these things happen and this knowledge, at least at a basic level, 

comes from schooling. Thus, it can be argued that the possession of scientific knowledge 

cannot be limited to Ravenclaw house only because, in the world presented by J.K. 

Rowling, magic counts among the sciences and at Hogwarts, the principles of that magic 

are taught. While some students may delve deeper into the principles which Aristotle 

refers to here and gain a purposeful scientific knowledge, it is not possible to count 
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scientific knowledge as the singular knowledge which results in a student being sorted 

into Ravenclaw since “what is knowledgeable scientifically can be learned” (Aristotle 

118; 1139b 25-6) and all the students are at Hogwarts to learn. However, the other four 

types of intellectual virtues present different reasons for students to be sorted into 

Ravenclaw, for a variety of intellectual reasons.  

     Intelligence (or understanding) for Aristotle is how one can understand things that are 

true but indemonstrable, the principles of the world that one cannot demonstrate properly 

in the material world such as truth and justice. Aristotle is very brief here because it 

pertains to the immaterial aspect of the universe and thus is difficult to categorize:  

So if the ways by which we attain the truth and are never mistaken about  

things that do not (or even do) admit of being otherwise are science,  

prudence, wisdom, and intellect, and it cannot be any of these three – I  

mean by ‘three’ prudence, science, and wisdom – it remains that it is intellect  

that pertains to the principles  (Aristotle 122; 1141a 4-8).   

Since prudence, science, and wisdom all have some material or empirical aspect to them 

Aristotle sets them aside to label intellect (or understanding) as that which deals with the 

non-empirical alone. Ravenclaw seems to expect at least some intellectual curiosity from 

its students: in order to enter the Ravenclaw common room, each person (or group) must 

provide a correct answer to a riddle. The two riddles to which Harry, and thus the 

readers, are privy seem to focus on considering the immaterial yet truthful part of the 

universe: “Which came first, the phoenix or the flame?” (Rowling, DH 472) and “Where 

do vanished objects go?” (475). The accepted answer for each of these questions points 

towards the need for Ravenclaw students to consider things beyond what can be 
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demonstrated in the material world. Luna Lovegood provides the first answer “Well 

then, I think the answer is that a circle has no beginning” (472) while Minerva 

McGonagall (admittedly a Gryffindor) responds to the second question by saying “Into 

non-being, which is to say, everything” (476) and is praised by the knocker for her 

choice of phrasing. However, while the Ravenclaw students are encouraged to include 

this type of intellectual virtue as part of their character, it is not a full requirement that 

allows one’s entrance into Ravenclaw. In fact, as Luna explains, it is not necessary to 

know the answer to any particular riddle – or any at all – if one is willing to wait for 

another student to answer it instead. It is very possible for Ravenclaw students not to 

need intellectual understanding to be a Ravenclaw though the design of their common 

room entrance tries to habituate students into thinking in this way. Additionally, this may 

be the type of knowledge which Luna Lovegood is most interested in as she comes 

across as an outcast in Ravenclaw with an interest in things others cannot see but which 

the narrator hints are real. As John Granger comments on Luna’s response to the 

common room’s riddle:  

Luna’s answer – “A circle has no beginning” – is as illuminating. A  

circle has no start or finish in itself but is defined by an origin that cannot  

be seen – the “no beginning,” which is the sacred center. The door  

congratulates her on her “reasoning” because she has put her finger on the  

Logos that is the fount of all knowledge and reason (225). 

Luna can understand something more to the universe than other students can and is 

proven correct at points. Her ability to see thestrals – a type of horse visible only to those 

who have witnessed death – is at first dismissed but later discovered to be legitimate. 
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This allows for the other things which she may or may not be able to see to possibly exist 

as well. Her understanding of things that are not demonstrable, and her knowledge about 

them, earns her a place in Ravenclaw.  

     Thirdly, Aristotle discusses art or craft. There is an understandable difference 

between the translations because the original word – technē – serves as both within the 

ancient Greek. Technē is the making of things: “An art, then, as was stated, is a certain 

characteristic bound up with making that is accompanied by true reason; and artlessness 

[or lack of skill], to the contrary, is a characteristic bound up with making, accompanied 

by false reason” (Aristotle 118; 1139b 20-3). Craft, in the modern sense, is often 

separated from art through the practical aspects: craft makes practical things that can be 

used such as chairs, and clothing, while art takes in those things which people make for 

enjoyment such as paintings, writing, and sculpting. The term technē will be used to 

include both of these areas since they are concerned with the same type of knowledge.  

     Like scientific knowledge technē is not the only type of intelligence which 

Ravenclaw looks for in its students. While having a natural talent for a craft or art can be 

useful, it is also a skill that can be acquired and improved more easily than the other 

virtues because it can be taught independently of everything else: a person can learn how 

to make effective chairs far more easily than he or she can be taught to be wise. Learning 

the correct technique to build something makes the achievement of this virtue easy if one 

tries, and incorrect reasoning (something built wrong) is easily spotted. This is not true 

when considering the other intellectual virtues or Aristotle’s other virtues in general and 

since Ravenclaw asserts that she will only take the “surest” and “sharpest” and 

encourages “wit and learning,” it would seem that technē could not fulfil Ravenclaw’s 
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requirements alone. For example, one can be very good at making proper chairs, and 

have correct reasoning about chair making, but not be interested in wit and learning 

beyond chairs. As previously demonstrated Ravenclaw does lean towards cultivating a 

greater love of knowledge in its students, so technē is not the main focus of the House. 

Yet, it cannot be fully excluded from the ranks of Ravenclaw students and alumni.  

     In Harry’s second year at Hogwarts, the new Defense Against the Dark Arts (DADA) 

teacher is a famous wizard named Gilderoy Lockhart. While Lockhart has a plethora of 

books he has published about his supposed adventures (the students are required to 

purchase seven for his class), he comes across in class as both full of himself and 

incompetent. In the very first class he releases a cage full of Cornish pixies that he has no 

idea how to subdue: “He rolled up his sleeves, brandishing his wand and bellowed 

‘Peskipiksi Pesternomi!’ It had absolutely no effect; one of the pixies seized Lockhart’s 

wand and threw it out of the window, too. Lockhart gulped and dived under his own 

desk” (Rowling, CoS 79). He leaves the actual work of rounding up the pixies to Harry, 

Ron, and Hermione. When students start being petrified, Lockhart is quick to brag about 

how he could have beaten the beast, yet when Ron and Harry go to take the professor 

into the Chamber of Secrets to confront the Basilisk, the two boys find him in his office, 

packing, planning to flee. He then admits that he never did any of the things included in 

his books but simply stole credit for what others had done. Yet, he is not unfit for 

Ravenclaw: “There was work involved. I had to track these people down. Ask them 

exactly how they managed to do what they did. Then I had to put a Memory Charm on 

them so they wouldn’t remember doing it. If there’s one thing I pride myself on, it’s my 

Memory Charms” (220). Lockhart has perfected the use of the Memory Charm and can 
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cast particularly powerful ones. Memory charms are the art which Lockhart has 

perfected. He practiced them to the point that they are easy for him; even Hermione – 

who has the least difficulty with even the most complicated magic – admits to having 

some difficulty with memory charms (Rowling, DH 139). Technē, in the form of 

perfecting a certain type of magic, is certainly a large part of why Lockhart is sorted into 

Ravenclaw. Additionally, there appears to be a social intellect which Lockhart points to 

which will need to be considered further below.   

      The last two of Aristotle’s intellectual virtues are prudence and wisdom. While 

Aristotle first introduces prudence on its own, he specifically introduces wisdom only in 

how it compares to prudence. Prudence is, as Aristotle first presents it, the knowledge of 

good things pertaining to people and action: “It remains, therefore, that prudence is a true 

characteristic that is bound up with action, accompanied by reason, and concerned with 

things good and bad for a human being” (Aristotle 120; 1140b 5-7). Wisdom, by 

comparison, is the best of scientific and intellectual knowledge combined: “The wise 

person, therefore, ought not only to know what proceeds from the principles but also to 

attain the truth about the principles. Wisdom, as a result, would be intellect and science, 

a science of the most honorable matters that has, as it were, its capstone” (Aristotle122-

3; 1141a 18-21) [emphasis trans]. While prudence focuses on the human actions without 

necessarily considering the general rules, wisdom focuses more on the universal aspects 

overall, combining material and immaterial aspects together.18 Wisdom, Aristotle notes, 

also not considered particularly useful. Luna Lovegood’s intelligence could also be 

                                                           
18 Here, among others, Aristotle references the work of Anaxagoras who explained eclipses and attempted 

to explain rainbows and comets. Aristotle notes that most people view work that combines both physical 

things (such as how eclipses are seen) and non-physical theories (such as, how the heavenly bodies work) 

as rather useless because does not help an individual directly even if it might be interesting.  
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considered part of this category because her variety of knowledge of magical creatures as 

well as her own personal understanding of life after death is generally dismissed by her 

fellow students as useless and ‘loony’.  

     Prudence, as the focus on human actions, is perhaps the best fit for many Ravenclaws 

as it is the mix of other intellectual and moral virtues together: “It is clear, then, on the 

basis of what has been said, that it is not possible to be good in the authoritative sense in 

the absence of prudence, nor is it possible to be prudent in the absence of moral virtue” 

(Aristotle 133; 1144b 30-3). Prudence is the focus on knowing how to act in different 

situations without necessarily needing to know about universal truths or other wisdom. 

Instead, prudence lets one focus and achieve what is good for the individual themselves 

and for those around them. Alongside the moral virtues Aristotle notes that prudence 

includes the other intellectual virtues as well, and the idea that prudence covers much 

understanding about both the universals and particulars of the world:  

And prudence is not concerned with the universals alone but must be  

acquainted with the particulars: it is bound up with action, and action  

concerns the particulars. Hence even some who are without knowledge –  

those who have experience, among others – are more skilled in acting  

than are others who do have knowledge (124; 1141b 15-8). 

While prudence does not exclude the moral virtues, it does not necessarily include a 

focus on the contemplative life.  

     It ought to be noted here that Aristotle concludes his discussion of prudence by 

considering “a capacity that people call ‘cleverness’” (132; 1144a 23), which he notes 

comes close to prudence in how it is viewed, “this is of such a character as to be capable 
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of doing what is conducive to the target posited and so of hitting it” (132; 1144a 23-6). 

However, Aristotle notes that cleverness is not always considered a good thing which 

then differentiates it from prudence:  

If, then, the target is a noble one, the cleverness is praiseworthy; but if  

base, it is mere cunning. Hence we assert that even the prudent are terribly  

clever and cunning. Prudence is not the capacity in question, though it  

does not exist without this capacity, and this ‘eye of the soul’ does not  

acquire the characteristic [of prudence] in the absence of virtue  

(132; 1144a 26-32). 

To be properly prudent, and not simply clever, requires one to be aiming at a noble 

target. Failing to know whether they are aiming at a good end or a purely selfish one, can 

lead one away from prudence and the knowledge that goes with it: “For corruption 

distorts and causes one to be mistaken about the principles bound up with action. As a 

result, it is manifest that it is impossible for someone who is not good to be prudent” 

(132; 1144a 35-7). Thus, Lockhart’s ability to understand what people want to hear in a 

good story as well as how to encourage people to reveal how they achieved great things 

is considered more clever than prudent.19 While Lockhart is not truly prudent by 

Aristotle’s standards or our own, he can be considered clever in an intellectual way 

because he knows how to get the pleasures he wants and to avoid, at least on some level, 

the pains he wishes to avoid. The issue of Marietta Edgecombe, a briefly-mentioned 

                                                           
19 Veronica Schanoes specifically mentions Lockhart’s ability to give people what they want to hear when 

she notes: “Lockhart’s character emphasizes the potential for the written word to be manipulated for 

personal ends and the unearned trust passionate readers like Hermione often place in the text” (140-1). The 

warning not to take authors such as Rowling, and perhaps also Aristotle, unexamined is also noted within 

the text.  
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Ravenclaw, is a little more complicated. Marietta discloses the secrets of Dumbledore’s 

Army (the secret group Harry sets up to train students) because she knows that her 

mother will get in trouble if she doesn’t come forward. As fellow Ravenclaw Cho Chang 

points out: “You know, her mum works for the Ministry, it’s really difficult for her” 

(Rowling, OotP 561). Edgecombe is prudent enough to understand the trouble she and 

her family will be in if they are caught working against the Ministry though she does not 

have the long-term understanding of what damage the Ministry is doing. Since Marietta 

is aiming at a noble cause, protecting her mother from the Ministry, her intelligence 

seems to come closer to prudence than mere cleverness. She is trying to do the right 

thing, even if her choice proves to be mistaken. This too is allowed by Aristotle who 

makes a note about different types of prudence:  

In addition. The prudence that pertains to one’s self – that is, the individual  

– is held to be prudence especially, and it is this that bears the common  

name ‘prudence’…. Now, the one form of knowledge would be knowing  

about what concerns oneself, but this differs very much [from political  

prudence]. In fact, he who knows about and spends his time on things that 

concern himself is held to be prudent, whereas the politicians are held to  

be busybodies…. For people seek out their own good, and they suppose  

that this is what they ought to do. From this opinion, then, arises the view  

that these people are prudent (124-5; 1141b 29-1142a 9). 

Edgecombe appears to be prudent because she knows the right thing to do for herself and 

her family. Just as those seeming courageous are accepted into Gryffindor, then so too 

are those seeming prudent and clever accepted into Ravenclaw. The hope is, as always, 
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that the students will be habituated into proper wisdom and prudence through their 

proximity to other prudent and intelligent students.  

     Prudence, seeming prudence, and cleverness, then, provide a comfortable catch-all for 

the more socially-minded Ravenclaws whose studies focus more on human actions than 

on the world around them. The closeness of prudence and cleverness points to some 

issues with the aims of the Ravenclaw students but it does not serve as a reason to reject 

the clever students from Ravenclaw overall. Just as Aristotle allows for several types of 

apparent courage, cleverness seems to be an apparent intelligence, and even the Sorting 

Hat allows for this style of intelligence to be included in Ravenclaw. It is still knowledge 

and may help habituate people to the true intellectual virtues.  

     In fact, all five of Aristotle’s intellectual virtues fit into Rowling’s Ravenclaw house 

in their own ways. The students throughout the house present different aspects of 

knowledge and intelligence, making it a very diverse house which includes students like 

Luna as well as Lockhart and more common varieties of studious and curious 

individuals, which is shown in more subtle ways such as Penelope Clearwater’s presence 

in the library rather than at the Quidditch match when she and Hermione are attacked by 

the Basilisk. Yet, even being a diverse house still means that Ravenclaw has problematic 

aspects. Much of these aspects can be found in the similarity of cleverness to proper 

prudence and how close it aligns to ambition – not an intellectual virtue but a moral one. 

Cleverness appears similar to ambition because it can be used to gain what a person 

wants, even if those goals are not noble ones. However, Aristotle does highlight a 

difference between intellectual cleverness and moral ambition (that is then reflected in 

the difference between Slytherin and Ravenclaw): ambition focuses on honours in the 
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community using all of one’s means, while cleverness focuses on the use of intelligence. 

Both Lockhart and the Grey Lady, who will be discussed in more depth shortly, run the 

risk of appearing more ambitious rather than clever and intelligent. While Ravenclaws 

may still be ambitious – not being a Slytherin does not preclude them – their focus on 

intelligence shines through even in their ambition. Lockhart wishes to appear more 

knowledgeable and talented and uses the knowledge he does have to achieve it, while the 

Grey Lady wants to be more intelligent than her mother. So, while this does allow for 

more selfish people to thrive, it does through its intelligence rather than the material 

goods on which the moral virtue of ambition focuses. Nor does Ravenclaw House focus 

purely on the personal uses of intelligence. Thus, while ambition’s focus will always be 

obtaining the honours owed to one’s self (as will be discussed in the Slytherin chapter 

below) intelligence is more varied and thus the similarities to ambition are not the most 

problematic aspect of the house as a whole. While Slytherin must constantly address the 

ambiguity of attaining honours by any means necessary, Ravenclaw’s main problem is 

how the interest in intelligence itself can still cause problems without having to consider 

how ambitious any Ravenclaw is individually. The thirst for knowledge in and of itself 

proves to be a problematic feature within Ravenclaw, even without aiming at any 

exterior honours, and can be found in Rowling’s work extremely close to the roots of 

Ravenclaw House itself.  

 

The Problem of Helena Ravenclaw (The Grey Lady)   

     At first it would appear, then, that Ravenclaw house, accepting each of these 

intellectual virtues and encouraging its students towards this type of balance, should not 
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have any problematic characters. Different people are intellectual in different ways 

which allows people to approach problems with different solutions if one is willing to 

accommodate these different types of intellectual virtues. It is possible too for the same 

person to have bits and pieces of different types of knowledge or to be stronger if again 

slightly unbalanced in one type of knowledge, like Lockhart. Knowledge is something 

Aristotle argues ought to be considered and gained, though – and the execution of 

Socrates in many ways can attest to this – other people may wish to silence certain types 

of knowledge. Aristotle recognizes this when he directly calls wisdom ‘useless’ but then 

also calls it the chief type of virtue. In fact, in the final outcome of the Nicomachean 

Ethics, when Aristotle calls the best possible life ‘the life of contemplation’ rather than 

the more useful ‘life of politics,’ the philosopher is painting the pursuit of knowledge as 

something critical to the telos of humanity though critically difficult to actually achieve.  

     Yet Rowling does not allow Ravenclaw a free pass regarding the exploration of 

problematic characters and attributes. Lockhart is certainly meant to come across as 

buffoonish with his insistence on acting out his great adventures for the students rather 

than actually teaching them anything. As her nickname implies, Luna Lovegood comes 

across as ‘Loony’ and even if the readers come to a better understanding of her and her 

eccentricities, that only goes on to highlight the bullying problem she faces from her own 

peers. In fact, Harry has a desperately needed conversation with her about loss and 

mourning all because she is out looking for her stolen belongings: “‘How come you’re 

not at the feast?’ Harry asked. ‘Well, I’ve lost most of my possessions,’ said Luna 

serenely. ‘People take them and hide them, you know. But as it’s the last night, I really 

do need them back” (Rowling, OotP 760). Yet it could be argued that these faults are not 
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necessarily based on the house’s chosen virtue;20 a person can be very smart and still be 

a twit after all.  

      However, towards the very end of the series, Rowling does provide a problematic 

Ravenclaw character whose faults are rooted in the intellectual necessity that Ravenclaw 

house maintains: the ghost of the house, Helena Ravenclaw. Known for most of the 

series as the ‘Grey Lady’ and only briefly mentioned throughout the books, Helena 

comes to play a key role in understanding a little more about the charismatic Lord 

Voldemort, and the location of one of Voldemort’s Horcruxes.21 Harry speaks to the 

ghost about the diadem of Rowena Ravenclaw who, to Harry’s surprise, was Helena’s 

mother. Harry knows that Voldemort had been interested in items belonging to the 

founders and he has a sneaking suspicion that Voldemort would have used the lost 

diadem if he had found it. Helena confirms this idea when she admits to having stolen 

the diadem from her mother and admitted the truth to Voldemort when he was a student 

at Hogwarts, having found him “flattering” and “understanding of her” (Rowling, DH 

496). It is not ‘being taken in’ by Voldemort which stands as the vice of the intellectual 

virtue; Rowling is careful to present just how charismatic Tom Riddle Jr. was when he 

was younger. Still, this story does provide the problem which is best viewed in its 

relatively full form:  

 ‘I stole the diadem from my mother.’  

     ‘You – you did what?’  

                                                           
20 While a Gryffindor can be courageous they may fail in other virtues: they might be greedy or licentious. 

The main virtue they are defined by is not their only characteristic. Similarly, a smart Ravenclaw could be 

cowardly or rude. While in some cases this flaw may be related to or rooted in their intelligence, as the 

further discussion of Helena Ravenclaw considers, in other cases these flaws may exist in relation to 

different virtues and vices.  
21 Pieces of Voldemort’s soul which he has pulled apart and placed into objects so as to preserve himself 

after death. 
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     ‘I stole the diadem,’ repeated Helena Ravenclaw in a whisper. ‘I  

sought to make myself cleverer, more important than my mother. I ran  

away with it.’ (Rowling, DH 495)  

Helena becomes the problematic Ravenclaw character because she let her wish for more 

intelligence, more wisdom, and more knowledge override all else. She unwilling to 

return when her mother is dying because she chose intelligence over everything else.  

Through this brief story, which, in the whole of Harry Potter, is actually of very little 

consequence, Rowling shows that even intelligence can have a vice. The vice is not, 

necessarily, the wish to know more and more things. Hermione, though sorted into 

Gryffindor, is shown throughout the series as being interested in learning and gaining a 

better understanding of practically everything (even the Dark Arts). This is not painted in 

a bad light because Hermione is using the knowledge in a positive and useful way – to 

defeat the Dark Arts not to join them – yet, Helena stands as a representation of someone 

who does go too far in her love of the intellectual virtues. Helena, believing that 

intelligence is the best way to overcome her mother, who is also very intelligent, twists 

her love for knowledge and her ambition together. While this comes across as a problem 

of ambition, and in many ways, it does highlight the issues with ambition overall (which 

will be discussed in more depth in the next chapter), the fact that Helena’s ambition is 

rooted in her love of intelligence offers a critique of the intellectual virtues as well.    

    Aristotle does not discuss how love of knowledge can grow out of control when 

describing the intellectual virtues: while he does allow for an imbalance in the 

intellectual virtues, the possibility of wanting to know too much is not considered. 

Helena Ravenclaw would be problematic not just for Ravenclaw house but for Aristotle 
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as well, if Aristotle had ended his discussion of virtue there. However, there is a key 

conversation which Aristotle specifically places between the discussion of virtues and 

the discussion of friendship which actually helps to explain just how Aristotelian 

someone like Helena Ravenclaw actually is. Aristotle turns his thoughts to self-control 

and how one can lack self-restraint, offering, at its core, the possibility of vice in 

connection to intelligence.  

 

Lack of Self-Restraint and Helena Ravenclaw 

     In Book 7 of his Nicomachean Ethics. Aristotle focuses on self-restraint and the lack 

of self-restraint as well as briefly considering the characteristic of brutishness. He finds 

the lack of self-restraint position of much more interest than the human bestiality found 

in brutishness because lack of self-restraint requires reason. Brutishness is the lack of 

any reason whatsoever which makes it less blameworthy because the person fails to 

realize they are doing anything wrong. Lack of self-restraint is the opposite: it is the full 

recognition that one is acting against one’s reason but doing so anyway: "the person 

lacking self-restraint, knowing that what he does is base, acts on account of his passion, 

while the self-restrained person, knowing that his desires are base, does not follow them, 

on account of his reason" (Aristotle 136; 1145b 12-4). For Aristotle, reason is key when 

it comes to self-restraint and lack of self-restraint. Reason is often connected to the 

intellectual virtues because one might suppose that the more knowledge one has, the 

more likely it is that one has a better understanding of right and wrong. This is why 

Aristotle brings up a prior argument of Socrates, "that no such thing as lack of self-

restraint exists: nobody acts contrary to what is best while supposing that he is so acting; 
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he acts instead through ignorance" (137; 1145b 26-8). No one would act contrary to 

proper knowledge so the more knowledge one has, the less mistakes one makes. 

However, Aristotle disagrees with Socrates on this.  He sees lack of self-restraint as very 

real – and very common – due to how powerful passions can be.  

     When defining virtues, Aristotle notes how difficult it is to be properly virtuous 

because of how knowledge is required: "[T]o feel them when one ought, and at the things 

one ought, in relation to those people whom one ought, for the sake of what and as one 

ought  ̶  all these constitute the middle as well as what is best, which is in fact what 

belongs to virtue" (34; 1106b 21-4). The correct reasoning cannot be found inherently in 

the situation itself. Rather, reason needs to be correctly deduced in every aspect of each 

unique and individual situation before a person can act with perfect virtue. Thus, as 

much as possible, one must carefully consider whether it is the correct time to act, what 

the correct action is, and so on. If that person fails to reason correctly about one aspect 

they are more likely to be virtuous accidentally or, worse, to act viciously. This 

deliberation is supposed to have a positive outcome – a person chooses the virtuous and 

correct thing because it is virtuous and correct – but Aristotle’s self-restraint serves as 

the complementary negative outcome. One can deliberately choose the vice rather than 

the virtue because that is more attractive, even if it is wrong. Aristotle notes that "the 

self-restraint person seems to be the same as someone who abides by his calculation, the 

person lacking self-restraint to be one who departs from his calculation" (136;1145b 10-

2), which is very similar to how virtue and vice relate to each other. This relationship 

between lack of self-restraint and vice is further cemented because, while they are each 

their own human characteristic, they retain a symbiotic relationship with each other; 
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vicious people often lack self-restraint and the less self-restraint one has, the more likely 

that person is to habituate themselves to vices. So, it is understandable that, in lacking 

self-restraint with regards to her desire to gain more and more knowledge, Helena 

Ravenclaw would do such vicious things, like steal the diadem and abandon her mother 

while she is ill and dying. While the acts themselves are not based on the failure of her 

intellectual virtues in the same way as cowardliness and recklessness are, she does fail in 

the virtue because she does not pursue it in the proper manner. She treats base things as 

necessary to be able to achieve what she wants – more knowledge – even when that 

knowledge tells her what she is doing is wrong. Helena is well aware that what she did 

was wrong:  she does not like to tell the story to other people and she gets embarrassed 

when faced with her own wrongdoing. When Harry accuses her of not wanting to do the 

right thing, that is helping to defeat Voldemort, she is both embarrassed and angry and 

still hesitates:  

She could not blush, but her transparent cheeks became more opaque,  

and her voice was heated as she replied, ‘Of course I – how dare you  

suggest – ?’  

     ‘Well, help me, then!’  

     Her composure was slipping.  

     ‘It – it is not a question of –‘ she stammered. ‘My mother’s  

diadem – ‘  

     ‘Your mother’s?’  

She looked angry with herself (Rowling, DH 494). 
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Helena does not want to admit to what she has done because she is fully aware that what 

she has done is wrong. In trying to hide the truth, she makes it obvious that she cannot 

hide the truth of her actions from her own reason: she knew stealing the diadem was 

wrong but chose to do it anyway in an attempt to continue gaining knowledge and to 

become more important than her mother. Her moral virtues are warped through her 

inability to restrain her more predominant intellectual virtues. It becomes a cycle where 

Helena, despite knowing her actions are wrong, feeds into her moral vices which then 

make her lose self-restraint when it comes to those intellectual virtues which then allows 

her to continue making vicious choices.  

     A further understanding of how Helena Ravenclaw could go against her own reason 

to do something so vicious, even while knowing it was wrong, can be found in 

Aristotle’s continued discussion of the lack of self-restraint. Aristotle presents two types 

of knowledge (which he calls premises) which a person may have access to – particular 

knowledge and universal knowledge. Universal knowledge is the general understanding 

of a concept or idea while particular knowledge is how that general idea applies to 

singular events or actions. For example, one may have the universal knowledge that true 

courage is to face death in battle but will only gain particular knowledge about courage 

when one is in battle and applies his universal knowledge to that particular circumstance. 

A person lacking self-restraint can experience issues with these types of knowledge such 

as holes in knowledge, or contradictions between these knowledge types. The person 

lacking self-restraint can both reason correctly and still choose to go against that 

reasoning. Helena Ravenclaw’s actions are best understood when Aristotle considers the 

contradictions between two universal premises that a person must navigate. He uses here 
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the example of wishing to eat something sweet because it is pleasant vs. the knowledge 

that sweet things are bad for you:   

Whenever, then, the universal premise is present that forbids us from  

tasting sweet things and another universal is also present, to the effect that  

every sweet thing is pleasant, and this thing here is sweet (and this premise  

is active), and by chance the relevant desire is present in us, the one premise  

says to avoid this; but the desire for it leads the way for it is able to set in  

motion each of the parts [of the body] (Aristotle142; 1147a 32-6). 

When both universals are present and active in one’s reason, it comes down to the choice 

a person makes between these universals. A person can be right in their reasoning and 

still pick the wrong action, which is exactly what Helena does. In choosing between 

‘Knowledge is a virtue and should be improved’ and ‘Betraying one’s parents and 

stealing are wrong’, Helena chooses to achieve knowledge even at the cost of stealing 

from and betraying her mother because her desires choose the one universal perspective 

of ‘knowledge should be improved.’ She desires knowledge more than doing the correct 

thing which allows her to reason correctly and still choose against that reason: 

“[S]omeone can come to be without self-restraint by a reasoned account, in a way, and 

by opinion, an opinion that is not in itself, but incidentally contrary to correct reason – 

for the desire involved, not the opinion, is contrary to correct reason” (142; 1147a 36- 

1147b 4). Choice still overrules reason when one desires the incorrect choice over the 

correct one. Additionally, it should be noted that the incorrect choice is often only 

incorrect when it comes into confrontation with the additional universal. Gaining 

knowledge is not necessarily bad on its own but gaining knowledge means that Helena 
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must steal to do it; that is what makes the choice wrong just as liking sweet things is not 

bad on its own except when one is forbidden to eat sweet things for one’s health. When 

the two universals contradict and one chooses what will make one happy over the correct 

choice, that person lacks self-restraint.   

     Aristotle’s discussion of self-restraint and the lack there-of is inserted at a key point 

in his Nicomachean Ethics in order to illustrate how even the intellectual virtues can 

become warped and vicious through a person’s choice to ignore reason. Within the 

Harry Potter universe, Helena Ravenclaw’s choice to achieve as much knowledge as 

possible despite doing vicious things helps to show how Aristotelian Ravenclaw house 

is, with its variety students. Helena Ravenclaw, much like Peter Pettigrew, helps to 

further demonstrate how crucial an understanding of Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics 

truly is to the house set-up of Hogwarts. However, while the courageous and intelligent 

houses have their explanations, Aristotle’s connection to the Harry Potter series seems 

more tenuous with regards to the second set of houses, Slytherin and Hufflepuff. 
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Chapter 3: Ambition, Pure-blood, and Slytherin House 

Ambition, Pure-blood, and Slytherin House 

     Having now overcome the problem presented in Ravenclaw by bringing in lack of 

self-restraint, it is clear that there is a strong connection between Rowling’s series and 

Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. However, this closeness between the texts is not 

without its own problems, mainly focused around who can really achieve virtue, 

embodied by Slytherin House, those who have the necessary external goods virtue 

requires, and who are left behind which is reflected in Slytherin attitudes toward other 

people.  

     The Sorting Hat, speaking about Slytherin, does not focus on one virtue across the 

three songs Harry hears. Rather, Slytherin has two main aspects which the Hat presents. 

Here are the relevant passages: 

First Year: 

 Or perhaps in Slytherin 

 You’ll make your real friends 

 Those cunning folks use any means 

 To achieve their ends (Rowling, PS 88) 

Fourth Year: 

 And power hungry Slytherin 

 Loved those of great ambition (Rowling, GoF 157) 

And Fifth Year: 

 Said Slytherin, ‘We’ll teach just those 

 Whose ancestry is purest’…. 
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 For instance, Slytherin 

 Took only pure-blood wizards 

 Of great cunning, just like him (Rowling, OotP 185) 

So, there are three characteristics that are directly mentioned, spread out across the three 

sorting songs. Cunning is the aspect mentioned directly in two different accounts but this 

is not the main virtue for the house. If one looks carefully at the first-year song, cunning 

is held as a means to an end and Aristotle sees it as an intellectual means: “If, then, the 

target is a noble one, the cleverness is praiseworthy; but if base, it is mere cunning” 

(Aristotle, 132; 1144a 26-7). Aristotle differentiates between the cleverness (seen in 

certain Ravenclaw students) and cunning by what the person wants and what they are 

willing to do to achieve it. Cunning is not a positive term; it does not aim at an 

honourable target but at fulfilling one’s passions. However, there is another term used by 

the Sorting Hat and Aristotle which helps explain what the cunning are aiming for: 

ambition. Ambition is the only term mentioned for Slytherin in the fourth-year song and 

helps explain that most students are aiming to be honoured in society. The focus of the 

last song is on the blood status of the students rather than any virtue they may have.  In 

the latter part of the song, though, the virtues return with cunning again being mentioned 

directly but acting subservient to ambition in the use of “power hungry” as a descriptor 

for Slytherin himself. So, while ambition comes across as the main virtue for Slytherin 

house, the entire comparison is problematized through the hat’s revelation that blood 

status affects whether students are sorted into Slytherin.  

     It should be noted that the hat uses the term ‘pure-blood’ here which, in the context of 

the series, means someone who has both fully magical parents and fully magical 
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grandparents. The other terms used in the series are ‘half-blood’, which denotes having 

at least one non-magical (Muggle) parent or set of grandparents, and ‘Muggle-born’, 

who is someone with entirely Muggle parents. While the Sorting Hat uses the term 

‘purest blood,’ it is known throughout the series that Slytherin does have at least ‘half-

blood’ students. Harry is considered a ‘half-blood’ and the hat encourages him towards 

Slytherin while Severus Snape has a Muggle father and grew up in a Muggle 

neighbourhood, as did Tom Riddle Jr. – Lord Voldemort himself. Do these parameters 

have some flexibility, then, as Gryffindor house has already demonstrated? It is 

interesting to note that the Sorting Hat places emphasis on this division at the founding 

of Slytherin: it is Salazar Slytherin who wanted the pure-blood students. It may well be 

that this historical limit has loosened over the intervening years. Yet, the language of the 

Magical society itself continues to allude to this divide between birth types and is pushed 

to the extreme by many Slytherin students and alumni. The Slytherins best known 

throughout the books, Draco Malfoy, Voldemort, and other Death Eaters such as 

Belletrix Lestrange, do show a serious rejection of ‘Muggle-borns’; they historically 

retain and use insults directly related to blood status: ‘Mudblood’ for ‘Muggle-born’ 

students and ‘Blood traitors’ for those families or individuals who do not espouse the 

belief that ‘Pure-bloods’ are superior. Rowling has set up, then, a dual requirement for 

entry into Slytherin house: ambition and blood status of an acceptable level, with at least 

half-blood but preferably with an understanding and agreement about of the superiority 

of magical blood over non-magical. One of these virtues is easily located within 

Aristotle. 
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     Ambition is included directly in Aristotle’s list of moral virtues, though his 

description is brief. Much of Aristotle’s account of ambition compares ambition and 

greatness of soul to liberality and magnificence:  

But there seems to be a certain virtue also concerned with honour, just as  

was said in the first discussions, which would seem to stand in a similar  

way to greatness of soul as liberality stands to magnificence: both are at a  

remove from what is great but dispose us to be such as we ought to be  

when it comes to measured and small things. Just as there is a mean, an  

excess, and a deficiency in the taking and giving of money, so also in the  

longing for honour one can have more or less of such a longing than one  

ought, and one can seek honour from where and in the way one ought  

(Aristotle 80-1; 1125b 1-8). 

So, honour is the main concern for those who are ambitious, but ambition is not focused 

on great things but rather small honours. It is not concerned with the honour of the great-

souled – magnanimous – person who is fully virtuous and ought to be praised in the 

highest degree, but a smaller type of honour that more people can achieve. Similarly, 

liberality is a form of generosity on a small scale, when one does not have the necessary 

money to purchase grand items or fund great building projects. Each of these virtues 

exists in a smaller manner more accessible to a moderately well-off person rather than 

the height of human capacity. 

      Additionally, it is useful to note what is included in ‘honour’ as Aristotle understands 

it. While he never defines honour fully in the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle does 
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provide enough bits and pieces to come up with a definition. The largest of those pieces 

is as follows, found in the discussion of greatness of soul:  

Worth is spoken of in relation to external goods, and we would posit as  

the greatest of these that which we assign to the gods, that at which people  

of worth aim, and that which is the prize conferred on the noblest people.  

Honour is such a thing, since it is indeed the greatest of the external goods  

(76; 1123b 17-21). 

Honour is some type of external good, most often given to the gods. This, then, is some 

sort of recognition of one’s greatness and an attempt to provide worthy positions and 

rewards to that great person: “[P]olitical power and wealth are choice-worthy on account 

of the honour they bring; at any rate those who possess them wish to be honoured on 

account of them” (77; 1124a 18-9). Therefore, sacrifices are made to the gods; people try 

to honour them in a physical way, even if it is insufficient. Aristotle argues that, to a 

great-souled person, honour through political office and earnings is insufficient: “But to 

him for whom honour is a small thing, so also are these other concerns. Hence the great-

souled are held to be haughty” (77; 1124a 19-20). So, for someone who is worthy of 

great honour, the higher honours in political society – power and wealth – are considered 

small honours. The interest in these things then are moved to the ambitious person rather 

than the people of great souls. This certainly matches with JK Rowling’s account of 

Slytherin, when the hat describes the founder as ‘power hungry,’ the focus being placed 

on some political and material want rather than a greatness worthy of something more 

than that.  With regards to Slytherin house and Aristotle’s account of small honours, 

ambition is then focused on the attainment, retention, and recognition by other worthy 
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people through good positions – either politically or within certain superior groups such 

as Voldemort’s inner circle – and the wealth attached to these positions. It is the wish to 

gain something that each Slytherin feels ought to be their own through any means 

necessary so that they may be recognised for this ownership.  

     However, Aristotle does not provide a mean and two vices for ambition: 

For we blame the ambitious person on the grounds that he aims at getting  

honour more than he ought and from where he ought not; and we blame the 

unambitious person, on the grounds that he chooses not to be honoured even  

in the case of what is noble. But sometimes we praise the ambitious person  

as manly and a lover of what is noble, and praise the unambitious person as 

measured and moderate, just as we said in the first discussions as well. Yet  

it is clear that since we speak of the ‘lover of such and such’ in various ways,  

we do not always apply the phrase ‘lover of honour’ [or ambitious person]  

to the same thing; when we are offering praise, we apply the term to those  

who love honour more than the many do, but when we are speaking in  

terms of blame, to those who love honour more than they ought  

(81; 1125b 8-18). 

Ambition is a relatively fluid term. It is not easily pinned down because the love of 

honour has many different degrees and it is often judged on one’s opinion about how 

ambitious one should be. To counteract this Aristotle begins to narrow the purview of 

ambition by divorcing it from greatness of soul: ambition is focused on small honours. 

Aristotle then continues:  

Since the name is meaningless, the extremes seem to dispute over it as  
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if it were unclaimed. But where there is excess and deficiency, there exists  

also a middle term, and people long for honour both more than they ought  

and less; and, therefore, it is possible to do so as one ought. It is this 

characteristic that is praised, then, although the mean with respect to  

honour is nameless. In relation to ambition, it appears as a lack of ambition;  

in relation to lack of ambition, it appears as ambition; and in relation to  

both, it somehow appears as both (81; 1125b 18-24).  

Ambition, then, is a unique virtue. It does not have any synonyms and can only be 

understood in relation to one of the two extremes. And while the term ambition is still 

used to describe the virtue itself, it is also used as the name of the excessive vice. 

     Rowling certainly presents this ambiguous aspect of ambition when she writes about 

both Slytherin House and Slytherin students. When Harry goes to buy his wand from 

Ollivander, he discovers his wand is a twin to Lord Voldemort’s wand. Ollivander 

comments “I think we must expect great things from you, Mr. Potter… After all, He 

Who Must Not Be Named [Voldemort] did great things – terrible, yes, but great” 

(Rowling, PS 65), pointing out that Slytherin works on an imperfect scale where 

something can be both good and bad. It is with the possibility of greatness that the 

Sorting Hat tempts Harry during his own sorting (91) or at least assistance towards 

greatness. Yet, the hat does not reject the possibility of achieving greatness without 

being sorted into Slytherin. It is Harry’s “thirst to prove [himself]” which prompts the 

hat to consider Slytherin, again not presenting it as good or bad but leaving the 

opportunity for it to develop into either. Further, Rowling does set out the positivity of at 

least some ambition, even across houses, when she presents events such as the Quidditch 
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World Cup and the Triwizard Tournament which are designed to serve as competitions 

of the best and are accepted across national boundaries. Characters such as Horace 

Slughorn, a professor who comes to teach in Harry’s sixth year (and previous head of 

Slytherin house), also work to encourage people with strong intelligence, good family 

connections, and talent to further cultivate these connections through probing at their 

own ambitions. The Slug Club, hosting several events throughout Harry’s sixth year, is 

specially designed for cross-house interaction and networking. This is the style of 

positive ambition that Slytherins can really benefit from:  

The virtuous ambitious person wants to do great things and seeks to do  

them, but does not become mastered by his ambitions. He keeps things in 

perspective, as it were, and maintains his other moral qualities, never  

letting emotions overpower reason, but never shutting himself down to  

emotions either. He is reasonable, but emotionally aware. He chooses good  

goals for their own sake and pursues them diligently, all the while  

maintaining an awareness of his capabilities and context (Patterson, 130-1). 

Ambition can lead to positive action in one’s society; people who want to hold political 

positions in order to make society better. People who are unambitious can slack off and 

not contribute anything even when they could, so Slytherin pushing its students to be 

active members of society means that society can benefit overall. However, the Slytherin 

style of ambition does not often speak to the improvement of society overall because it is 

paired with insistence that certain people are better than others: pure-blood society can 

benefit but no one else. In fact, the negative aspects of Slytherin ambition are often 
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connected with this selfish tendency: either to want only to improve one’s self or to 

improve only one’s in-group.  

     Ambition for Severus Snape centers around his interest in both fitting in with his 

peers as well as gaining the affection of Lily Evans, his unrequited love. These ambitions 

lead him to surround himself with morally bankrupt people and make excuses when Lily 

tries to speak with him honestly about her concerns:  

      ‘…thought we were supposed to be friends?’ Snape was saying. ‘Best  

friends?’ 

      ‘We are, Sev, but I don’t like some of the people you’re hanging around  

with! I’m sorry, but I detest Avery and Mulciber! Mulciber! What do you  

see in him, Sev? He’s creepy! D’you know what he tried to do to Mary 

Macdonald the other day?’ 

      Lily had reached a pillar and leaned against it, looking up into the thin,  

sallow face. 

      ‘It was nothing,’ said Snape. ‘It was a laugh, that’s all – ’ 

      ‘It was Dark Magic, and if you think that’s funny – ’ 

      ‘What about the stuff Potter and his mates get up to?’ demanded  

Snape. His colour rose again as he said it, unable, it seemed, to hold in  

his resentment (Rowling, DH 540). 

Eventually his resentment of James Potter – for both saving his life and James’ tendency 

to bully Snape through pranks and spells – leads Snape to call Lily a ‘Mudblood’ and, 

when she fails to forgive him for it, joining the Death Eaters right out of Hogwarts. An 

ambition which uses others as one’s own, as trophies or rewards – like Snape’s endless 
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attraction to Lily Evans – does not lead to positive places in Rowling’s series. This 

ambition to either love Lily or to possess her goes so far as to request that Voldemort 

spare Lily, presumedly, as a gift to Severus for his loyal service. Only when this request 

fails does Snape begin to understand the possible consequences for his ambitions and 

turns to Dumbledore in hopes of sparing Lily (and Harry and James if necessary):  

     ‘If she means so much to you,’ said Dumbledore, ‘surely Lord  

Voldemort will spare her? Could you not ask for mercy for the mother,  

in exchange for the son?’  

     ‘I have – I have asked him –’  

     ‘You disgust me,’ said Dumbledore, and Harry had never heard so  

much contempt in his voice. Snape seemed to shrink a little. ‘You do not  

care, then, about the deaths of her husband and child? They can die, as  

long as you have what you want?’  

     Snape said nothing, but merely looked up at Dumbledore.  

     ‘Hide them all, then,’ he croaked, ‘Keep her – them – safe. Please.’  

(DH,543-4) 

In fact, it is only when Severus loses the object of his ambition completely – when Lily’s 

death makes it completely impossible for them to have any type of relationship – does 

Snape begin to grow past the ambitious nature of his love and begin to understand the 

deeper connection he could have had with Lily had he let go of jealousy and drive to 

have Lily for himself. This deeper understanding is not present at the beginning stages of 

their relationship when his first instinct is to hurt someone Lily cares for when she 

insults him:  
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There was a crack: a branch over Petunia’s head had fallen. Lily screamed:  

the branch caught Petunia on the should and she staggered backwards and  

burst into tears…. 

     Lily rounded on him. ‘Did you make that happen?’  

     ‘No.’ He looked both defiant and scared.  

     ‘You did!’ She was backing away from him. ‘You did. You hurt her!’                   

(DH, 536) 

Snape does not yet understand that his relationship with Lily cannot be built on control 

over her or her friends and family. Loving someone does not mean trying to isolate them, 

but ambition does. Even further on into their friendship, Snape still does not have a firm 

understanding of this as he tries to turn Lily against James and his friends:  

     ‘I’m just trying to show you they’re not as wonderful as everyone seems  

to think they are.’  

     The intensity of his gaze made her blush.  

     ‘They don’t use Dark Magic, though.’ She dropped her voice. ‘And  

you’re being really ungrateful. I heard what happened the other night. You  

went sneaking down that tunnel by the Whomping Willow and James Potter 

saved you from whatever’s down there –’  

     Snape’s whole face contorted and he spluttered, ‘Saved? Saved? You  

think he was playing the hero? He was saving his neck and his friends’  

too! You’re not going to – I won’t let you –’  

     ‘Let me? Let me?’ (DH, 541) [emphasis Rowling’s]. 
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Due to being unable to let Lily go, letting her be her own person and have relationships 

without Snape’s input, Severus severely harms his own budding relationship with the 

person he wants to be with the most.   

     Once his ambition to be with Lily is thwarted completely, Snape’s love is able to 

grow in some ways that lead Severus to the redemption of a self-sacrificing man. His 

patronus remains the form of Lily’s deer for the rest of his life and he helps sneak the 

Gryffindor sword out of Hogwarts to Harry. Throughout the final novels, Snape does 

make several strides to help defeat Voldemort in a show of love to avenge Lily. Yet, 

much of Snape’s thwarted ambition continues to linger in his outright abuse of many of 

his own students, including Harry (Lily’s own child who has her eyes but looks almost 

entirely like James) and Neville Longbottom (the other possible ‘Boy Who Lived’). This 

abuse is not surface level either: at the age of thirteen Neville’s greatest fear is Severus 

Snape despite knowing the suffering his parents faced at the hands of Death Eaters. John 

Granger calls attention to this disagreement between Snape’s ideals (redemption found in 

Lily) and his actions: “Snape, having vowed to keep Harry alive in memory of Lily 

Potter, the woman he loved and failed, keeps his word; he never fails, nonetheless, to 

treat Harry as the stand-in for James Potter” (85). Bethany Barratt notes that Snape’s 

behaviour, even in the position of ‘double agent’, has a notably selfish bent to it when 

Snape uses his power over other people. Barratt names Sirius specifically when 

discussing Snape’s use of power but recognizes that Snape used his position against 

others as well: “Snape, for instance, besides being a double agent par excellence, also 

acts in at least one instance as a classic agent provocateur – an agent who goads his 

target to act in a desired way, which will then be used as an excuse to eliminate or 
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prosecute the target” (139-40). Snape’s continuous verbal abuse of Neville, causing the 

student to be clumsier and thus worthy of more abuse is a perfect example of this 

attitude; he knows he can get away with it because Dumbledore needs him as a double 

agent. While Severus does eventually grow to love Lily in a true sense, and sacrifices 

himself to avenge her, he fails to learn from that love and extend it to other people. His 

ambition, despite being lost, remains too strong to fully overcome and forgive.22 Severus 

Snape’s story highlights the extremely ambiguous nature of ambition, laying out both its 

major pitfalls as well as its possible heights, which means that Snape is a perfect 

example of an ideal Slytherin student. While his ambitions change from being with Lily 

to getting revenge for her death, his actions are rooted in his Slytherin trait, making him 

less problematic for the house itself than the alternative paths of Slughorn and Regulus 

Black which are discussed under their own section below. Dumbledore’s comment to 

Severus that “You are a braver man by far than Igor Karkaroff. You know, I sometimes 

think we Sort too soon…” (DH, 545), may seem to disagree with this view, considering 

that Dumbledore is implying that Severus would have been better suited for Gryffindor. 

However, it can also be read as Dumbledore’s duel recognition that people are more 

complicated than the Sorting system allows – especially considering that people grow as 

they get older – and how placing Snape in Slytherin habituated him to his ambition 

rather than helping him grow out of it before the loss of Lily forced this change. Since, 

as Aristotle understands it, ambition is considered a virtue or vice depending on the 

                                                           
22 Harry goes on to name his second son Albus Severus and calls Severus “probably the bravest man [he] 

ever knew” (DH, 607) which speaks more to Harry’s ability to empathises with Snape’s struggle with 

himself and to forgive the man’s significant failings in order to elevate the good things Snape did achieve, 

rather than an attempt to say that the abusive nature of much of Snape’s life did not exist or have 

importance.  
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ambition of those around you, Snape is pushed to become more ambitious for the wrong 

reasons and thus displays the vicious side of ambition.  

     Alongside ambition, JK Rowling presents ‘pure-blood’ as another preferred aspect for 

Slytherin and his house. Nothing similar is found in Aristotle’s lists of virtues, neither in 

the moral virtues nor the intellectual ones. Nor do Rowling’s novels treat it as a virtue, 

though Slytherin house tries to act like it is, often combining it with ambition. However, 

it does have a basis in the Nicomachean Ethics, one established prior to Aristotle’s 

consideration of virtue at all. In Book I Aristotle discusses happiness as the end goal of 

human activity, including virtue, and makes note of certain requirements:  

For it is impossible or not easy for someone without equipment to do  

what is noble: many things are done through instruments, as it were – through 

friends, wealth, and political power. Those who are bereft of some of these  

(for example, good birth, good children, or beauty) disfigure their blessedness, 

for a person who is altogether ugly in appearance, or of poor birth, or solitary  

and childless, cannot really be characterized as happy  

(17; 1099a 32- 1099b 5).  

From the very beginning of the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle actually limits who can be 

happy, and additionally those whom the virtues are applicable, and it is not many people. 

While in the above quote Aristotle speaks directly on being happy the exterior goods he 

mentions are also needed for certain virtues and virtue itself is necessary to be happy. 

While the two are not interchangeable they are deeply linked in Aristotle’s work. The 

fact that poor people or people of poor birth (women, poor people again, non-Greeks, 

non-citizens, for many places non-nobles) cannot even become happy or virtuous 
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because of their external conditions is precisely what Slytherin is alluding to in his 

espousal of blood purity alongside ambition. Both Aristotle and Slytherin expect that the 

most virtuous people, and those worth teaching, will already come from superior stock 

and, without this superior birth, will struggle to rise (half-bloods) or find rising through 

the ranks impossible (Muggle-born). The main difference between the Slytherins and 

Aristotle is that most of the Slytherins have placed more emphasis on blood-purity as a 

virtue rather than an external good, which is how Aristotle couches it. Rather than resting 

on the idea that good birth helps get them to better positions (and to become more 

virtuous if one was still following Aristotle) the Slytherins no longer see pure-blood as a 

tool but rather as an end in itself. The Slytherins do not care that Hermione is intelligent 

because she is a Muggle-born and that is the most important thing about her. Pure-blood 

is not just one of many requirements to more easily achieve virtue, it is something that 

makes you better than everyone else inherently, which is a change from Aristotle 

himself. Yet, the relationship is still present from the Nicomachean Ethics, even if it has 

been taken out of context.  Thus, both the concern with blood purity, as well as the 

ambiguous system of ambition as both a virtue and a vice, seem to place Slytherin in 

very close alignment with Aristotle. Yet the reader does not sit comfortably with this in 

the series, nor does the series itself: something is being critiqued here. 

 

The Problem of…Who? 

     If the readers are meant to be uncomfortable about Slytherin’s virtues being ambition 

paired with prejudice against those of lesser blood purity how are they meant to 

understand Slytherin house as a whole? How too are people meant to understand the 
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continued closeness between the virtue of Slytherin and the limitations on virtue 

Aristotle mentions? The issue lies in the fact that the majority of Slytherins are meant to 

be problematic in-and-of themselves. From the school-yard bully who is Draco Malfoy 

to the all-out evil Lord Voldemort, readers are not meant to like the Slytherins as a 

whole. Chantel Lavoie notes that Slytherin becomes the excluded house of Hogwarts, the 

one designed to be the Other that the reader wishes to avoid becoming: “They are 

signally fit to be spat upon” (38). Slytherin, from the beginning of the series, is set up to 

be the counterpoint to the good in Harry: what he must reject is an immoral temptation in 

order to become the hero he needs to be. Having met Draco Malfoy – already acting like 

a smarmy bully – in the robe shop, Harry asks Hagrid about Slytherin and Hufflepuff. In 

his brief explanation of the Hogwarts houses, Hagrid tells Harry “[t]here’s not a single 

witch or wizard who went bad who wasn’t in Slytherin” (Rowling, PS 61-2). This sets up 

the idea that, unless one pays very close attention, the enemy is easy to spot because they 

will be wearing the green and silver of Slytherin. This prejudice becomes the 

counterpoint to the blood purity prejudice espoused most often from Slytherin students 

and pureblood families. Slytherins are the bad ones because they think and act like they 

are the superior ones, making everyone else superior because they’ve identified the evil 

group. It becomes a cycle of prejudice within the society itself and, like the blood purity 

argument, the assumption that all bad people are Slytherin is not entirely true.  Sirius 

Black, locked up in the wizarding prison, Azkaban, until the third book, is touted by the 

general public to have been the right-hand man of Voldemort and the betrayer of James 

and Lily Potter. Sirius was a Gryffindor, a fact conveniently forgotten by Hagrid in this 

moment. While later it is proved that Sirius is innocent, the true betrayer, Peter 
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Pettigrew, is still a Gryffindor. Further, we have already seen Helena Ravenclaw act 

viciously because of her love of knowledge and her desire to be greater than her mother.  

     However, these facts are only given to the reader in the later books, so in the first two 

books, when confronted by Draco Malfoy’s increasing enjoyment in tormenting 

‘Muggle-borns’ on the schoolyard and the release of the Basilisk by the wraith of Tom 

Riddle Jr., readers may easily fall into the pattern of disliking Slytherins on principle. 

Many would also understand this tendency as Slytherin is filled with a myriad of 

characters who are deeply flawed. Draco Malfoy is not afraid to espouse ‘pure-blood’ 

ideology when the basilisk has been released and the message “Enemies of the Heir 

Beware” is written on a wall in blood, shouting “You’ll be next, Mudbloods!” (Rowling, 

CoS 106). Additionally, Severus Snape’s attitude towards the Gryffindors and students in 

general must be considered. Snape’s first lecture in class finishes with the line “I can 

teach you to bottle fame, brew glory, even put a stopper in death – if you aren’t as big a 

bunch of dunderheads as I usually have to teach” (Rowling, PS 102). This is said to a 

group of eleven-year-olds who are there to learn, and each and every one of them is 

immediately insulted by their professor. The ambiguous nature of Severus’ own 

ambitions has been discussed more thoroughly above and does not bear being repeated 

here, but it remains worthy of a reminder. Yet, as Veronica Schanoes (132) points out, 

Rowling does allow for some gradient between the types of Slytherins and the types of 

‘badness’ present in the series; Snape is nasty but he is not at the level of spearheading 

racial genocide like Voldemort.  

      There are different levels of being a bad person but that never excuses someone for 

their actions. While the majority of Slytherins are painted in a negative light, they are not 
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all necessarily painted with the same brush and they even grow and develop throughout 

the series. Yet the problem remains: the supposed virtues that Salazar Slytherin prized 

above all others – ambition and high blood status – stand as the root of much of the 

prejudice bred within the house of Slytherin. Draco’s belief in pure-blood superiority and 

his ambition to rise through the ranks (gain popularity in Slytherin, embarrass Harry, 

serve as Seeker on the Slytherin Quidditch team) are all symptoms of a flawed system in 

which he’s been raised. His father, Lucius Malfoy, stands as both a member of 

Voldemort’s inner circle as well as a much-appreciated advisor to the Minister for 

Magic, Fudge, both highly prized and highly praised positions from different groups. 

Severus Snape’s anger and hatred towards Harry, Neville, and the other students finds its 

roots in his unfulfilled ambition to have Lily Evans as his own. Harry is targeted, not for 

being not Lily’s son but because he is James Potter’s son. Snape constantly plays up 

Harry’s connection to James and tries to ignore that he has Lily’s eyes. Neville is often 

the target of Snape’s abuse because he was the other child born at the end of July; if 

Neville had been the Chosen One instead of Harry then Lily would have lived. Both of 

these problems would have been overcome, or not problems at all, if Lily had chosen 

Snape instead of James.  

     The problematic characters who are meant to go against the virtues of their house and 

challenge Aristotle’s own account of those virtues serve as the quintessential Slytherins – 

they are virtuous in the way that Slytherin prized virtue. They combine ambition with the 

Othering mentality that allows those of pure-blood to act superior in society. Releasing 

the Basilisk to purge the school shows an ambition to create a ‘better,’ ‘purer’ society, 

and Lucius Malfoy uses the power he does have to manipulate the Minister to do what he 
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wants. This is what they have been told they are supposed to do. While to the reader they 

may appear too ambitious, each Slytherin tries to gauge the proper amount of ambition 

from all the other Slytherins, made worse through the biases the house espouses. This is 

the same balancing problem which Aristotle highlights.  

     Further, these are the families that generally have the external goods which are 

needed, by Aristotle’s account, to rise through society towards virtue, or at least know 

how to gain it. Rowling’s development of varied and believable, but dislikeable, 

characters placed under Slytherin’s banner of ambition and ‘pure-blood’ superiority 

helps to develop a dialogue about Aristotle’s elitism of virtue. While useful to compare, 

it becomes apparent that the comparison is not a positive one.  

     This tendency for readers, through Rowling’s use of Slytherins as ‘bad guys’ on 

several levels, could be a misreading of the worth of Slytherin. At least Aristotle might 

argue this. In stating that only certain members of society will ever be able to achieve 

happiness, Aristotle is recognizing that the majority of society will not be included but 

this also means that the majority of people will not truly recognize what happiness or 

virtue actually are. Aristotle notes that many people see the life of luxury, the life of 

“fatted cattle,” (Aristotle 6; 1095b 20) as the life of happiness, which makes them 

“slavish” (1095b 21). The many can misjudge what is important and thus can also 

misjudge those who truly achieve happiness and virtue. When discussing the great-

souled person, Aristotle notes that this person is “held to be haughty” (77; 1124a 20) by 

common people because everything important to them is beneath his notice and 

attention. This attitude may appear inappropriate and self-absorbed to the average reader 

but, Aristotle would likely argue that this is because they do not understand the peak of 
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virtue which the great-souled person has obtained: knowing and expecting others to 

know and acknowledge one’s own great worth was the traditional Greek attitude. 

Perhaps, then, the readers simply misunderstand the attitudes of the Slytherins because 

the majority of readers cannot achieve the virtuous Aristotelian nature. 

     Perhaps, though, this is something of a misunderstanding of the exclusive nature of 

Aristotle’s virtues. It could be that the Slytherins have limited themselves so far into the 

need for ‘pure-blood’ that they alone have stepped away from Aristotle’s understanding 

rather than the entire series veering away from the philosopher at this point. Rowling 

herself has certainly highlighted that Voldemort and his Death Eaters are similar to 

Hitler and the Third Reich in several different interviews. In a fan question and answer at 

Carnegie Hall in 2007, Rowling was asked “Many of us older readers have noticed over 

the years the similarities between the Death Eater tactics and the Nazis from the 30s and 

40s. Did you use that historical era as a model for Voldemort’s reign…?” to which 

Rowling replied “I think most of us if you are asked to name a very evil regime we 

would think Nazi Germany. There were parallels in the ideology. I wanted Harry to leave 

our world and find exactly the same problems in the wizarding world” (Rowling, 

Carnegie Hall). There are similarities between the ideologies of Voldemort and Hitler, 

but Rowling has also said it was not meant to be a one-to-one comparison: “[I]t is a 

political metaphor. But I didn’t sit down and think, ‘I want to re-create Nazi Germany,’ 

in the – in the Wizarding world. Because, although there are, quite consciously overtones 

of Nazi Germany, there are also associations with other political situations” (BBC, 

2001). While Nazism is a recognizable ideology that helps to identify how and why 

Voldemort and his followers are the bad guys in the Harry Potter series, it is not the only 
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ideology of exclusivism. In fact, Aristotle himself has his own political account of how 

the world should function and who should be in charge: his Politics. So, while Rowling 

may be drawing most notably from Nazi ideology, there is a line of exclusivity 

continuing to link the Slytherins to Aristotle: Aristotle’s understanding of the position of 

woman and of natural slavery:  

Again, as between male and female the former is by nature superior and  

ruler, the latter inferior and subject. And this must hold good of mankind in 

general. Therefore whenever there is the same wide discrepancy between  

human beings as there is between soul and body or between man and beast,  

then those whose condition is such that their function is the use of their  

bodies and nothing better can be expected of them, those, I say, are slaves  

by nature. It is better for them, just as in the cases mentioned, to be ruled  

thus. For the ‘slave by nature’ is he that can and therefore does belong to  

another, and he that participates in reason so far as to recognize it but not so  

as to possess it” (68-9; 1254b2-1254b16). 

Aristotle understands that certain groups of people, women and “natural slaves” for 

example, should be excluded from the ruling class – they should be ruled over. While 

different from the result of the Nazi genocide, Aristotle’s exclusivity still severely limits 

who can participate in the full society which he presents both in the Politics and in his 

Nicomachean Ethics which the Politics directly follows. The Slytherin exclusivity 

continues not only to exist within Aristotle’s philosophy but seems to even thrive in it: 

rulers can be virtuous, ruled cannot.  
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     The Harry Potter series shows that this style of prejudice is present in far more than 

Slytherin House alone: the entire society benefits from the house elves who wizards have 

enslaved.23 This enslavement is nearly totally normalized by the wizarding society, only 

appearing wrong or problematic to Muggle-born students like Hermione. ‘Good’ wizards 

like Ron have been taught that there are natural outgroups24. The Slytherins, also having 

grown up with the normalcy of a slave race, are then shown to be extending this line of 

exclusivity and expanding the out-group. Not only do they often treat the house elves 

poorly, they act cruelly towards Muggles and Muggle-born students as well for Other. 

They extend the existing exclusivity of the society and Rowling shows this development 

the statue in the Ministry of Magic. First, the statue shows the general discrimination 

found in the wizarding world:  

A group of golden statues, larger than life-size, stood in the middle of a  

circular pool. Tallest of them all was a noble-looking wizard with his wand 

pointing straight up in the air. Grouped around him were a beautiful witch, 

a centaur, a goblin, and a house-elf. The last three were all looking adoringly  

up at the witch and wizard (OotP, 117). 

However, when Harry, Ron, and Hermione sneak into the Ministry in Deathly Hallows 

the statue has been changed:  

                                                           
23 A house-elf is a small species of beings used by wizarding families to do servile work such as house 

keeping and cooking. Hogwarts also uses house-elves and, considering the abusive treatment many elves 

face, there is a major concern as to how similar house-elves appear to be to slaves, so much so that 

Hermione begins SPEW (Society for the Promotion of Elvish Welfare) in an attempt to free them or at 

least better their conditions. 
24 This topic on its own has garnered much attention, notably in the comparison of House Elf slavery to the 

slavery of Africans in America and around the world. Numerous works have considered the race question 

in Harry Potter, among them Noah Berlatsky and Jackie C. Horne.  
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Now a gigantic statue of black stone dominated the scene. It was rather 

frightening, this cast sculpture of a witch and wizard sitting on ornately  

carved thrones, looking down at the Ministry workers toppling out of  

fireplaces below them. Engraved in foot-high letters at the base of the statue  

were the words: MAGIC IS MIGHT….Harry looked more closely and  

realized what he had thought were decoratively carved thrones were  

actually mounds of carved humans: hundreds and hundreds of naked bodies, 

men, women, and children, all with rather stupid ugly faces, twisted and  

pressed together to support the weight of the handsomely robed wizard.  

‘Muggles,’ whispered Hermione. ‘In their rightful place’ (DH, 198-9).   

The prejudice already displayed in the wizarding world is extended and heightened when 

Voldemort comes to power, but he did not create it, just as Hitler did not create the idea 

of the separation of groups into a political hierarchy. Yet, Rowling does not leave the 

Slytherins out of the issue. The exclusive nature of one school house allows for the 

habituation towards this continuing prejudice rather than stamping it out. One is only 

safe inside this exclusive group; being outside means one is either left behind or crushed.  

     However, while Aristotle presents being part of this exclusive ‘in’ group as attractive 

– being able to have the material and social means to achieve one’s goals – Rowling 

never presents exclusivity as the optimum option, even within Slytherin House itself. 

Rather than write the Slytherins as people reaping the benefits of their superior position, 

the entire idea is undercut when one finds that critical part of Aristotle is missing within 

the Slytherin house. For Aristotle’s exclusivity, as set up in the Nicomachean Ethics, to 

thrive at Hogwarts then the ‘superior’ characters – those with money, good birth, etc. – 
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would have to hold these superior positions virtuously. This virtue should have 

manifested within the Harry Potter texts as true friendships among some of these higher 

born Slytherins – as Aristotle presents towards the end of the Nicomachean Ethics. True 

friendships are formed most easily between two men of similar, and again higher, social 

status and virtue:  

The friendship of those who are good, then, is friendship most of all, just as  

has been said many times. For what is good or pleasant in an unqualified  

sense seems to be lovable and choiceworthy, whereas what is good or  

pleasant to each individual seems to be such only to that person. But a  

good person is lovable and choiceworthy to a good person on both  

accounts (171; 1157b 25-28). 

‘Good’ people are those who can achieve virtue. The friendship between two such 

people is the best and truest type of friendship. If the series truly agreed with Aristotle’s 

full account of the virtues – and who can have them – then these types of true friendships 

should most easily be found in Slytherin. However, most of the friendships a reader sees 

in Slytherin are Aristotle’s flawed styles of friendship, friendships of utility and pleasure. 

     Draco Malfoy’s closest friendship is between himself and two boys, Crabbe and 

Goyle. This friendship is distinctly presented as a friendship of utility over anything else. 

In fact, while the three are often inseparable, Crabbe and Goyle are usually recognized 

for what they do to help Draco, rather than as individual people. Harry notes this from 

the very first book when, coming up against Draco on brooms, his comment is about 

how Draco no longer has help: “No Crabbe and Goyle up here to save your neck, 

Malfoy” (Rowling, PS 111), and in his first meeting with the trio together, Harry 
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compares the two bigger boys to bodyguards (81). Nor is this useful aspect recognized 

purely outside of Slytherin; in the sixth book Snape calls them Draco’s two “assistants,” 

prompting Draco to insist, “They’re not the only ones, I’ve got other people on my side, 

better people!” (Rowling, HBP 303). While Draco sees their use, he also still sees 

himself above Crabbe and Goyle, not equal to them.  

     This friendship of utility also works in the other direction. When the Malfoy family 

has fallen out of favour with Voldemort and Draco is hesitant to get involved with the 

final battle at Hogwarts, Crabbe and Goyle actually reject him: “Crabbe turned on 

Malfoy with undisguised ferocity. ‘Who cares what you think? You an’ your dad are 

finished” (Rowling, DH 506), showing that Crabbe and Goyle, likely for their entire 

school career, were using Draco for his father’s position. In friendships of utility when 

there is no longer a use for the other person, the friendship falls apart; Draco’s main 

friends within the series were never true friends25 and he loses them when his external 

worth is gone. 

     Similarly, Severus Snape’s friendship with Lily Evans is much more closely defined 

as a friendship of pleasure than a true friendship. Lily ends the friendship when she 

becomes so hurt by it that she no longer gains any pleasure from it:  

‘It’s too late. I’ve made my excuses for you for years. None of my friends  

can understand why I even talk to you. You and your precious little Death  

Eater friends – you see, you don’t even deny it! You don’t even deny that’s  

what you’re all aiming to be! You can’t wait to join You-Know-Who, can  

you?’  

                                                           
25 For a comparison between Malfoy’s friendships and some non-Slytherin friendships see Thorsrud 

Harald’s comparative article.  
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     He opened his mouth, but closed it without speaking.  

     ‘I can’t pretend any more. You’ve chosen your way, I’ve chosen mine’  

(Rowling, DH 542). 

She is willing to walk away because there is no longer improvement or pleasure on either 

side. Severus Snape, the more morally degenerate of the two, never tries to separate 

himself from the Death Eaters or their Hogwarts-aged children. Even being friends with 

Lily for at least five years does nothing for his moral improvement. 

     While Rowling does adhere to Aristotle’s ambiguous nature of ambition it becomes a 

source of critique when combined so closely with the elitism shown in Slytherin. 

Ambition alone is not a bad thing but when Aristotle’s good birth requirement is brought 

to the front of the argument then ambition is often more vicious than virtuous. If 

Rowling wished to show Aristotle’s elitism as something worth considering, then the 

placement of a quintessential true friendship within Slytherin house would have been 

essential – superior likelihood of happiness breeding superior friendships. Since this is 

not the case, and how imperfect the main Slytherin friendships are has clearly been 

shown, Rowling, rather than adhering to Aristotle, is offering a serious critique of him. 

 

Horace Slughorn, Regulus Black, and the Critique of Aristotle 

     With Gryffindor and Ravenclaw both fitting Aristotle’s account, while being 

generally well-balanced, the Harry Potter series offers a dissection of the very root of 

Aristotle’s virtues – who can be virtuous and happy – through Slytherin house. In fact, 

the truly problematic characters of Slytherin are those that don’t mold perfectly to the 

idea of ambition and ‘pure-blood’ superiority. These are the Slytherin characters who 
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prove to be the better role models and there are two worthy of note. Horace Slughorn and 

Regulus Black, while both certainly retaining some aspects of Slytherin nature, which 

explains their sorting placement, do not quite fit the mold of what a ‘proper’ Slytherin 

should be. Another similarity worth mentioning is that both Slughorn and Regulus were 

originally taken in, in a very similar way as the Gray Lady, by the charm and power of 

Tom Riddle Jr./ Lord Voldemort. Both saw something in Voldemort worth emulating or 

encouraging and only later discovered how rotten at his core the man was. The key 

aspect, then, of Slughorn and Regulus’ problematic nature as Slytherins, is their ability to 

eventually admit their mistake and make changes to their lives as a whole. This is not 

impossible for Slytherins to do, but it is exceedingly rare. The problematic nature of 

Slughorn and Regulus is the ability to recognize and give up the privileged position that 

Slytherin and Voldemort would provide for them, in order to better the world entirely. 

Slytherin House habituates its students to these privileged positions, making it hard for 

those students to let go and change. At first this appears to bring Severus Snape into the 

fold of this type of Slytherin as well, and towards the end of the series, Rowling is 

certainly providing the opportunity to do so. However, there is a key difference found 

between Slughorn and Regulus as Slytherins and Snape. Snape, as discussed above, 

while eventually rejecting Voldemort, does so for very selfish reasons: his wish to keep 

Lily, whom he loves, alive.  He is completely indifferent when it comes to the lives of 

James and Harry. Throughout the series, Snape also fails to show any positive change in 

his general attitude, remaining surly and prejudiced against anyone outside of Slytherin, 

even when it is not necessary for his role as a spy. Consider the episode in the fourth 

book, Goblet of Fire, in which Hermione is hit with a spell which enlarges her front 
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teeth. Snape’s only remark is that he “see[s] no difference” (263). This is said to a smart 

Muggleborn student, someone who would be the closest to Lily in personality, yet Snape 

is unnecessarily cruel. While he is maintaining his cover, Snape does not miss any 

opportunity to belittle children, even during small incidents that likely would not get 

back to Voldemort. This lack of change throughout his life, even following his 

involvement in Lily’s death, leaves Snape still too attached to the negative aspects of 

Slytherin house. 

     Take Horace Slughorn as a comparison. He is notably similar to Severus as a previous 

head of house for Slytherin and a potions master. Slughorn, Dumbledore admits to 

Harry, is deeply ambitious; he has an interest in making connections with talented or 

well-connected students:  

[Slughorn] also likes the company of the famous, the successful and the  

powerful. He enjoys the feeling that he influences these people. He has  

never wanted to occupy the throne himself; he prefers the back seat – more  

room to spread out, you see. He used to handpick favourites at Hogwarts, 

sometimes for their ambition or their brains, sometimes for their charm or  

their talent, and he had an uncanny knack for choosing those who would go  

on to become outstanding in their various fields. Horace formed a kind of  

club of his favourites with himself at the centre, making introductions,  

forging useful contacts between members, and always reaping some kind  

of benefit in return (Rowling, HBP 75). 

Slughorn has ambition but on a deeper level, he’s much more willing to let others get up 

to high places for him. However, this type of ambition places him at odds with most of 
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his house for several reasons. First, he does not fully hold to the superiority of ‘pure-

blood’ over any other group through his language certainly shows he was raised with it:  

‘Your mother was Muggle-born, of course. Couldn’t believe it when I  

found out. Thought she must have been pure-blood, she was so good.’  

     ‘One of my best friends is Muggle-born,’ said Harry, ‘and she’s the best  

in our year.’  

     ‘Funny how that sometimes happens, isn’t it?’ said Slughorn.  

     ‘Not really,’ said Harry coldly.  

     Slughorn looked down at him in surprise. ‘You mustn’t think I’m  

prejudiced!’ he said. ‘No, no, no! Haven’t I just said your mother was one  

of my all-time favourite students? And there was Dirk Cresswell in the year  

after her too – now Head of the Goblin Liaison Office, of course – another 

Muggle-born, a very gifted student, and still gives me excellent inside 

information on the goings-on at Gringotts! (71-2). 

Slughorn, used to people deriding Muggle-born students because of their blood-lines, is 

also used to coaching his appreciation of them in certain ways. That is why he’s 

surprised at Harry’s reaction; he is not used to people saying that Muggle-borns doing 

well is anything other than an anomaly. Nor does blood status affect who Slughorn 

includes in his club: Hermione Granger is invited for her intelligence and grades 

(Muggle-born); Ginny Weasley gets an invitation for her talent at hexes (despite being 

from a ‘blood traitor’ family); and, at the first Slug Club meeting on the train, Marcus 

Belby (an apparent pure-blood) is ignored when Slughorn discovers he is not as well 

connected as the professor hoped. Additionally, Slughorn is the only notable Slytherin 
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who stays to fight against Voldemort, having previously admitted he told Riddle about 

dark magic he shouldn’t have. In fact, in the very final battle, Slughorn, still in his 

pajamas, joins forces to try and take down Voldemort himself: “Voldemort was now 

dueling McGonagall, Slughorn, and Kingsley all at once, and there was cold hatred in his 

face as they wove and ducked around him” (Rowling, DH 589). Slughorn becomes one 

of the problematic Slytherin characters because he is willing to look beyond blood status, 

to raise up talented witches and wizards no matter what blood they have, and is willing 

to fight against Voldemort even though Tom Riddle Jr. had been both a Slytherin and a 

Slug Club member. Slughorn has ambition; he deserves his place in Slytherin, but his 

actions throughout the Harry Potter series undercut the temptation to adhere to 

Aristotle’s elitist view of virtue: he is far more willing to see worth and virtue in many 

places, which directly opposes Aristotle’s belief that only certain people with all the 

external necessities can become virtuous. 

     Regulus Black offers another interesting case study for Rowling’s rejection of elitism 

in connection to virtue. Regulus originally appeared to be the quintessential Slytherin:  

high born to a wealthy family and ambitious with the focus on upholding the values of 

the family. Unlike his brother, Sirius, Regulus was sorted into Slytherin. He became one 

of Voldemort’s Death Eaters right out of Hogwarts and allowed his house-elf, Kreacher, 

to be used by Voldemort. Voldemort used Kreacher to hide one of his Horcruxes, having 

planned that the house-elf would not survive but he did and instead, Kreacher returned to 

Regulus, having been told to come back when Voldemort was done with him. The 

house-elf revealed to Regulus what magic Voldemort had performed. Regulus, unlike 

many other Slytherins, was appalled at the lengths to which Voldemort was willing to go 
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for survival and he makes the decision to fight against Voldemort by destroying the 

Horcrux Kreacher had helped hide. His decision to directly oppose Voldemort places 

Regulus as an outsider to Slytherin; he is even willing to admit that he was the one who 

destroyed the Horcrux by signing the note he leaves Voldemort with his initials even 

though that is a signature Voldemort would likely recognize. However, this is not the 

aspect of Regulus’ personality that is most problematic to Aristotle’s account of virtue 

and elitism; his friendship with Kreacher is. Most wizards and witches either ignore 

house-elves or mistreat them but Regulus had a very close relationship with Kreacher, to 

the point that Kreacher survives a situation he should never have because he was told by 

Regulus to come back. When Regulus and Kreacher go to get the Horcrux, one of them 

must ingest the poison which Voldemort left (this is what Voldemort originally used 

Kreacher for). Instead of having Kreacher do so again, Regulus asks the house-elf to take 

the Horcrux and try and destroy it then he, himself, drinks the poison: “And he ordered – 

Kreacher to leave – without him. And he told Kreacher – to go home – and never to tell 

my mistress [Regulus’ mother] – what he had done – but to destroy – the first locket – 

and watched… as Master Regulus … was dragged beneath the water” (Rowling, DH 

162). Regulus was willing to sacrifice himself not only to help defeat Voldemort but also 

to save the life of Kreacher, his friend.  

     It is in such friendships with different house-elves that some of the closest versions of 

true friendship can be found. Kreacher adheres to the beliefs of those that treat him 

nicely as Hermione explains to Harry: “He’s loyal to people who are kind to him, and 

Mrs. Black must have been, and Regulus certainly was, so he served them willingly and 

parroted their beliefs. I know what you’re going to say…that Regulus changed his 
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mind…but he doesn’t seem to have explained that to Kreacher does he?” (163). Regulus 

and Kreacher grew together because they had a friendship worth more than either utility 

or pleasure; if the friendship had been flawed, Regulus would have used and discarded 

Kreacher the way Voldemort and even Sirius did. In fact, Harry learns to have a similar 

friendship with Kreacher as well (one mirrored in his relationship with Dobby, another 

elf that Harry saves from an abusive situation) where they both improve morally. 

Kreacher becomes more accepting of Hermione who has a ‘lower blood status’ and 

Harry learns to forgive Kreacher his deeds against Sirius. In fact, at the final battle at 

Hogwarts, Kreacher leads the house-elves out against the Death Eaters screaming “Fight! 

Fight! Fight for my master, defender of house-elves! Fight the Dark Lord, in the name of 

brave Regulus! Fight!” (Rowling, DH 588). Having such powerful and meaningful 

relationships between two groups which are intentionally posed as being superior and 

inferior, specifically using a Slytherin student, shows how much Rowling is willing to 

push back against Aristotle’s insistence that only certain people can have true friendships 

or find happiness. The true beginning of a critique of Aristotle can be found from within 

one of the closest fitting houses through the use of its problematic characters. However, 

this critique is not limited to Slughorn and Regulus but expands to actually include an 

entire house: Hufflepuff.  

 

 

 

Chapter 4: Hufflepuff House and All the Rest 

The Varied Virtues of Hufflepuff House 
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     Hufflepuff, then, in moving away from the Aristotelian virtues, offers a key turn in 

Rowling’s argument. When one compares the virtues of Hufflepuff to those of the 

Nicomachean Ethics, it becomes apparent that something has occurred to upset the 

previously established pattern that this thesis has examined. To begin, one should 

consider the relevant passages on Hufflepuff within the Sorting Hat’s songs: 

First Year 

 You might belong in Hufflepuff, 

 Where they are just and loyal, 

 Those patient Hufflepuffs are true 

 And unafraid of toil; (Rowling, PS 88) 

Fourth Year 

  For Hufflepuff, hard workers were 

 Most worthy of admission; (Rowling, GoF 157) 

And Fifth Year 

 Said Hufflepuff, “I’ll teach the lot 

 And treat them just the same…. 

 Good Hufflepuff, she took the rest 

 And taught them all she knew, (Rowling, OotP 185) 

Out of all four of the houses, Hufflepuff has the most virtues listed in the beginning. The 

virtue mentioned twice is diligence, worded in the first-year song as being “unafraid of 

toil” and in fourth year as “hard workers,” but justice, loyalty, and patience are also 

listed. By fifth year, the Hat allows the broadest entry into any house seen throughout the 

series when Hufflepuff “takes the rest” – those who do not fit well into Gryffindor, 
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Ravenclaw, or Slytherin are all welcome in the fourth and final house. This is a complete 

shift from the elitism embodied in Slytherin and that, it can be argued, is found in 

Gryffindor and Ravenclaw as well. The song itself makes this argument when Lady 

Hufflepuff specifies that she’ll treat all the students she receives the same and teach them 

all she knows. No other house has ever been so accepting and the fact that Hufflepuff 

reveals this acceptance throughout the Harry Potter series will be addressed later. First, 

however, one would best consider whether or not any of the listed virtues in the first two 

sorting songs appear in Aristotle. 

 

Patience and Justice  

     There are some aspects of Hufflepuff which do relate to Aristotle and these points 

must be taken into account. Considering carefully the list of moral virtues which 

Aristotle provides, one must pause to consider his virtue of gentleness (or mildness) and 

how similar it is to the modern definition of patience. Here is Aristotle’s account:  

The gentle person wishes to be calm and not get led by his passion, but  

rather as reason may command, and so to be harsh regarding the things he  

ought and for the requisite time. But he seems to err more in the direction  

of the deficiency, since the gentle person is given not to revenge but rather  

to forgiveness (Aristotle 81-2; 1125b 35- 1126a 3). 

The focus of the gentle person, then, is not to get angry at every little thing. Instead, they 

only get angry at the things which reason tells them they ought to get angry about. 

Consider the Oxford Canadian Dictionary’s definition of patience: “n. the capacity to 

accept or endure delay, provocation, or hardship calmly without anger.” Patience has the 
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same definition, focusing more on the part about not getting angry at the things rather 

than getting angry at the correct things. However, since Aristotle notes that the gentle 

person tends to err on the side of being deficient in anger, the definitions match up 

extremely well.  

      Similarly, the definition certainly fits the Hufflepuffs Rowling brings into her series. 

There are only a few times when Hufflepuff students are noted as being angry or upset. 

The first is when Justin believes Harry has attacked him. After Draco Malfoy summons a 

snake during a duel, the snake turns towards Justin and moves to attack him. Harry, 

speaking in Parseltongue (snake language), tells the snake to leave Justin alone but, to 

everyone, including his own friends, it sounds like Harry is encouraging the snake to 

attack: “He looked up at Justin, grinning, expecting to see Justin looking relieved, or 

puzzled, or even grateful – but certainly not angry and scared. ‘What do you think you’re 

playing at?’ he shouted, and before Harry could say anything, Justin turned and stormed 

out of the Hall” (Rowling, CoS 145-6). Even after believing himself to have been 

attacked, Justin responds in a mild and gentle way. He lets Harry know he is angry but 

then he removes himself from the situation; he does not attack Harry in return or even try 

to get him in trouble with a professor. The Hufflepuffs are not afraid to inform Harry 

about his trespasses and how angry they feel about them, because they do have reason to 

feel angry. Their gentleness and patience, however, help to direct their anger verbally 

rather than physically which makes them able to be reconciled later. When, later, Harry 

confronts the other Hufflepuffs who are discussing him, they only speak defensively; not 

one of them becomes physical despite being upset, even after Justin is attacked and 

petrified. In fact, when Harry’s name is cleared at the end of the book, Justin, newly 
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unpetrified, apologizes to Harry: “Justin hurri[ed] over from the Hufflepuff table to 

wring his hand and apologise endlessly for suspecting him” (Rowling CoS 249), an 

apology which Harry does not receive from any other member of the school. It is a 

Hufflepuff, in his patience and gentleness, who asks for forgiveness. 

     The other major event which arouses the Hufflepuffs’ anger is the naming of Harry 

by the Goblet of Fire as the second Hogwarts champion. The first champion26 is Cedric 

Diggory, a seventh year Hufflepuff. When Harry gains the school’s attention and their 

own champion is ignored, the Hufflepuffs are deeply upset. Their anger, again, is not a 

physical one but much more passive – they happily take to wearing the ‘Support Cedric/ 

Potter Stinks’ badges that Draco makes and hands out. Again, the anger only lasts the 

book it is included in. While Rowling does not include a direct apology scene like she 

did in Chamber of Secrets, she does include a confrontation between Harry and several 

Hufflepuffs which happens in Order of the Phoenix when a collection of students gather 

to create Dumbledore’s Army. While Zacharias Smith is aggressive, wanting an 

explanation for Cedric’s death, the other listed Hufflepuffs (five altogether, including 

Smith) have no issue with Harry and even trust him to teach them nor, do the Hufflepuffs 

hesitate to protect Harry from the Slytherins in Deathly Hallows. Again, they learn from 

their mistakes and improve whenever they can, following the example of the most 

predominate Hufflepuff student: Cedric Diggory.  

                                                           
26 It should be noted that the Triwizard tournament is supposed to have three competitors so having two 

Hogwarts champions gets everyone upset, except – of course – the Gryffindors who are far happier to have 

a Gryffindor champion than a Hufflepuff one. This probably says more about Gryffindors than Hufflepuffs 

however, considering that they were upset at the original champion was not from their House. If a single 

Hogwarts champion had been selected from Gryffindor the Hufflepuffs would have been more accepting 

than the Gryffindors were of a Hufflepuff champion.  
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     Despite unintentionally stealing his limelight during the Triwizard Tournament, Harry 

and Cedric help each other throughout the entire tournament. Harry, in making the first 

show of fairness by telling Cedric about the dragons, shows Cedric that he is not out to 

embarrass either him or Hufflepuff in general. This realization relieves some of Cedric’s 

anger and brings out his more patient and gentle nature allowing he and Harry to work 

together to take the Triwizard Cup together as a victory for Hogwarts rather than as a 

personal victory for either of them.  

     Justice also connects the final house with Aristotle. While the Hufflepuffs are called 

‘just,’ justice is not found under Aristotle’s moral virtues or his intellectual virtues, 

becoming something like all the virtues combined. The chapter on justice falls 

specifically between the moral virtues and the intellectual virtues and begins, for the 

most part, with an account of economic justice that eventually develops into a discussion 

of political justice. While Aristotle does not include justice within either pool of virtues, 

his placement of it between the two groups certainly hints that justice, while not called a 

virtue, remains vital for the other virtues, just as his full discussion of friendship helps to 

bridge the virtues and political life later in the text. Thus, a consideration of Aristotle’s 

account of justice will help illuminate the placement of Hufflepuff in relation to 

Aristotle.  

     Aristotle spends much of Book V dividing types of justice into different 

subcategories, moving away from the tendency to want to lump many general ideas 

under the one umbrella term of ‘justice’. Before he begins this breakdown, however, he 

does provide some key notes about justice in general. First, he notes what justice entails 

by considering injustice:  
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So let us grasp in how many ways the unjust is spoken of. The lawbreaker,  

then, is held to be unjust, as is he who grasps for more and is unequal. It is  

clear as a result that the just person will be both lawful and equal. The just, 

therefore, is what is lawful and what is equal; the unjust is what is unlawful  

and what is unequal (Aristotle 91; 1129a 32- 1129b 2).  

Justice is obeying the law and being fair and equal, even if strict equality is not 

necessarily required by the law. The law must treat the people as though they were the 

same because it is through unequal treatment that unequal outcomes occur: “For if the 

people are not equal, they will not have equal things” (95; 1131a 23-4). Both parts count; 

you can follow the laws and still be unjust if you are taking your unequal share. Aristotle 

expands on this:  

Since the unjust person grasps for more, he will be concerned with the  

good things – not all goods but so many as good fortune and misfortune  

concern, which are those that are always good unqualified but not always  

good for a particular person. Yet human beings pray for and pursue these  

things, though they ought not; rather, they ought to pray that the things that  

are good unqualified be good also for them, and they ought to choose the  

things that are good for them in fact (91; 1129b 3-7). 

A person who is unjust will constantly try to take what he can of all the good things, 

even if they are not good for him in particular. Even if that person is not suited to rule 

and have power, he will want to have power anyway. Even if he is not good with money, 

he will want the greater share anyway. The just person is willing to take the proper share 

of the proper things. If the just person is not suited to rule, then he will not lust after rule 
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or will take only the amount of power which it is appropriate for him to take. This is 

interesting because Aristotle’s previous discussion of people who are magnanimous 

makes it sound like everyone should pursue the highest honours but both in that 

discussion and here in his consideration of justice, Aristotle tempers that reading by 

asserting that people should only pursue what is rightfully their share. People with great 

souls should demand higher honours but not everyone has a great soul and thus should 

not expect to be honoured so highly. There are limits. There are also limits to how much 

a just person should let others suffer instead of himself:  

The unjust person does not always choose the greater share but chooses  

also the lesser share of things unqualifiedly bad. Yet because the lesser of  

what is bad also seems to be in some way good, and since to be grasping is  

to be after what is good, it is on this account that the unjust person is held  

to be grasping for more (91; 1129b 8-10). 

The just person ought to be willing to share in the misfortunes of the community rather 

than just try and save himself whenever he gets the chance. It is unjust to try and avoid 

misfortune and to thus push that burden onto someone else.  

     Hufflepuffs show an understanding of justice on the level of equality and fairness. In 

fact, this view to justice may help explain why the Hufflepuff react so badly to Harry 

becoming a second Hogwarts champion: he is taking away from the recognition Cedric 

deserves. However, Cedric is serious about fair play and comes to recognize the injustice 

of blaming Harry when the Gryffindor does his best in a bad situation. Cedric is not 

interested in winning unfairly and becomes embarrassed when his own father brags 

about his Quidditch win against Harry the previous year (Rowling, GoF 68). He 
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willingly helps Harry with the golden egg since Harry had previously warned him about 

the dragons so that they would be “on an even footing” (299). Nor is Cedric willing to 

leave Harry as he is being attacked by spiders, even if it means glory that Hufflepuff has 

not had in centuries. He and Harry have a long conversation about fairness and who 

should take the Triwizard Cup and win the tournament. Even when Cedric desperately 

wants to win, his focus is on justice and who actually deserves to win:  

‘Take it, then,’ Harry panted to Cedric. ‘Go on, take it. You’re there.’  

     But Cedric didn’t move. He merely stood there, looking at Harry.  

Then he turned to stare at the Cup. Harry saw the longing expression on  

his face in its golden light. Cedric looked around at Harry again, who was  

now holding onto the hedge to support himself.  

     Cedric took a deep breath. ‘You take it. You should win. That’s twice  

you’ve saved my neck in here’ (549).   

Even in the moment of triumph, Cedric is willing to walk away because he does not 

think he has acted justly throughout the tournament. He only provided help with the egg 

because he had received help in the first place. He is also disappointed with himself 

about the second task of rescuing hostages from the lake: “You stayed behind to get all 

the hostages. I should’ve done that” (550). Cedric recognizes that in his zeal to compete 

in the tournament, he did not always help to alleviate the suffering of others, such as 

Fleur and her little sister, while Harry did. Cedric is willing to lose the tournament 

because Harry deserves it more, but he is also willing to accept the equal option which 

Harry presents. As well, his ghost does not blame Harry in the brief time they speak after 

Cedric is killed. They agreed to go forward together; it would have been unjust to place 
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greater suffering on Harry for having wanted justice for them both. He just asks Harry to 

take his body back instead. Thus, Cedric exemplifies not only an understanding of justice 

for himself but a style of justice that encompasses those around him, Harry and his 

parents and society as a whole. Cedric shows a broad vision of how he affects those 

around him, and tries constantly to improve himself. 

     Returning to the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle makes another point about lawfulness 

and equality before he begins breaking down justice into its different forms. That 

description is justice as all the virtues combined: “This justice, then, is complete virtue, 

though not unqualifiedly but in relation to another person” (92; 1129b 28-9). Justice is 

not included in the lists of virtue because it is a type of qualified virtue, important in its 

relation to other people. Aristotle says this because laws, which the just follow, are 

designed to aim for the common advantage and work to improve the community’s 

virtues as a whole:  

The laws pronounce on all things, in their aiming at the common  

advantage, either for all persons or for the best or for those who have  

authority, either in accord with virtue or in some other such way. As a  

result, we say those things apt to produce and preserve happiness and its  

parts for the political community are in a manner just. The law orders us to  

do the deeds of the courageous person (for example, not to leave the order  

of battle or to flee or to throw down our weapons), and those of the  

moderate person (for example, not to commit adultery or outrage), and  

those of the gentle person (for example, not to strike or to slander someone),  
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and similarly also in the case of the other virtues and corruptions the law 

commands the ones and forbids the others (Aristotle 92; 1129b 15-25). 

Justice, while not counted among the moral virtues by Aristotle, becomes all of the moral 

virtues combined. It is the proof of how the law can help to habituate people towards the 

virtues by encouraging just citizens. Complete virtue is found in the ability to apply the 

virtues outside of one’s self and one’s own and to apply them to the community and 

other people:  

Further, it is the most complete virtue because it is the use of complete  

virtue; it is complete because he who possesses it is able to use virtue  

also in relation to another, and not only as regards to himself. For many  

people are able to use virtue in dealing with the members of their household,  

but in their affairs regarding another, they are unable to do so  

(92; 1129b 30-1130a 1). 

Justice becomes the combination and completion of the virtues because it uses those 

virtues for the community as a whole. A just person does not just take care of himself 

and his own but chooses to seek justice for others as well. Again, we can see this in 

Cedric Diggory’s final choice to share the victory with Harry. While loyalty is important 

to Hufflepuffs, it is not necessarily loyalty to oneself or the house only. While the 

Hufflepuffs are willing to support their own (as seen in both the Justin incident and the 

Triwizard Tournament), they are just as willing to help the community grow and thrive. 

The Hufflepuffs are the second house to stand up for Harry at the end of Deathly 

Hallows and provide the second largest number of students to help fight. Another notable 

Hufflepuff, Nymphadora Tonks, is a predominant member of the Order of the Phoenix, a 
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group set on gaining support to fight Lord Voldemort. She even comes to the final Battle 

of Hogwarts to fight despite having just had a baby some months earlier. The Hufflepuff 

focus on justice leads them to incorporate many of the other virtues Aristotle presents, 

just as the philosopher himself asserts just people do.  

     So, in both patience and justice, Hufflepuff house seems to cleave neatly to Aristotle. 

However, there are several problems created by other virtues the Sorting Hat lists which 

are not included in Aristotle. Justice as Hufflepuff’s closest and most important 

connection to the Nicomachean Ethics is both expanded on and, in the case of Aristotle, 

problematized by the inclusion of loyalty, hard work, and ‘taking all the rest’.  

 

Hufflepuff Virtues in the Other Houses 

     Before continuing with Hufflepuff’s virtues there are two problems that must be 

addressed. First is an issue found within Rowling’s work, the second (discussed below) 

is an issue rooted in Aristotle. The issue in Harry Potter is that Harry, along with other 

notable characters, tend to show their own versions of the Hufflepuff virtues along with 

the other houses as well. This problematizes the idea that Hufflepuff is the moral center 

of the series despite Gryffindor’s presence as the narrative center. 

     Consider, for example, Harry’s tendency, during the Triwizard Tournament, to help 

Cedric. This insistence on fairness on Harry’s part poses the question of shared virtues 

between the houses. Much of this thesis, while focusing on the listed virtues of each 

house, has admitted that people are complicated and capable of being virtuous in many 

ways. As the rest of this chapter will explore, Hufflepuff house highlights the possibility 

of growing in many ways but it would be downright untrue to claim that the other houses 
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do not feature complex students. What is truly interesting when comparing the variety of 

virtues displayed by Gryffindor, Ravenclaw, and Slytherin students is how many of their 

virtues (both Aristotelian and not) are rooted in the main virtue of their house. Harry, for 

example, shows a fairness in the Triwizard Tournament that appears more Hufflepuff in 

nature, yet his insistence is connected to his Gryffindor tendencies. Harry is fair when it 

brings his opponent to his level, but he tends to shy away from people trying to help him 

out first. While he does accept Cedric’s help with the clue about the second Triwizard 

task Harry refused Cedric’s fairness the prior year, following the loss of a Quidditch 

match. Harry lost because Dementors swarmed him and he passed out, so it was not a 

fair loss, yet only Cedric claims it is unfair. All the Gryffindors, including Harry, refuse 

a rematch and accept the loss, even if it really hurts. He also, ultimately, refuses to accept 

the Goblet of Fire without Cedric even if he did help and save the older student 

throughout the tournament. Shorter examples of these rooted connections to other virtues 

include Helena Ravenclaw’s ambition being rooted in her thirst for knowledge, and 

Severus Snape’s courage in helping thwart Voldemort flowing from his relationship with 

Lily.  

      This does prompt an interesting conversation in regard to characters in Harry Potter 

who serve as active leaders. The most notable of these characters, after Harry himself, 

Hermione Granger and Albus Dumbledore, are both Gryffindors but tend to display a 

variety of virtues in a very involved way. Hermione prompts the creation of 

Dumbledore’s Army by inviting students to listen to Harry at the Hog’s Head but her 

major project was the creation of the Society for the Protection of Elvish Welfare. 

S.P.E.W. fought against the use of House Elves first at Hogwarts with plans to fight 
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against the fully institutionalized system. Both of these projects combine Hermione’s 

drive for justice (Hufflepuff), fight to achieve her goals (Slytherin), and her intelligence 

(Ravenclaw) which makes her a well-rounded student of Hogwarts. However, her 

projects are tinted by her Gryffindor nature since her courage to move forward and fight 

against injustices she has perceived often leads her to barge ahead without considering 

the opinions or feelings of those she is supposedly fighting for. Harry is unsettled when a 

bunch of students show up and start asking him about Voldemort because Hermione was 

not upfront and truthful about the purpose of the meeting. Instead of warning him and 

explaining her goals she kept them to herself and moved ahead, invading Harry’s privacy 

and basically forcing him into the Dumbledore’s Army project through peer pressure. 

She also pressures the students into signing a cursed piece of paper in order to keep the 

meeting a secret, something they were not informed about ahead of time and thus could 

have avoided. When Ernie Macmillan hesitates, Hermione responds with annoyance and 

anger that she is completely trusted by everyone:  

     But Ernie was looking rather hesitant about signing, too. Hermione  

raised her eyebrows at him.  

     ‘I—well, we are prefects,’ Ernie burst out. ‘And if this list is found… 

well, I mean to say…you said yourself, if Umbridge finds out –’ 

     ‘You just said this group was the most important thing you’d do this  

year,’ Harry reminded him.  

     ‘I—yes,’ said Ernie, ‘yes, I do believe that, it’s just—’ 

     ‘Ernie, do you really think I’d leave that list lying around?’ said  

Hermione testily. (OotP, 309) 
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When people do not accept her decisions or requests immediately Hermione tends to get 

upset, assuming she is the most intelligent and should be listened to constantly. This 

choice permanently scars Ravenclaw student Marietta Edgecombe with the word Snitch 

across her forehead even though she only went to the meeting because Cho went. With 

S.P.E.W., while the project is a noble one, Hermione’s tendency to control things 

without understanding other people’s feelings is even more problematic. In the fight for 

freeing house elves she proves to be more interested in forcing the issue than allowing 

the house elves to speak for themselves. At first, she tries a single night of a hunger 

strike but quickly abandons the idea of suffering to protest the suffering of others for 

forcibly freeing the elves instead. She begins knitting hats, since being handed clothes 

frees the elves, so that the elves would pick them up accidently when cleaning 

Gryffindor Tower. This does not take the elves’ opinions into account and outright 

ignores how traumatic losing their job is to the elves, despite seeing Winky go through it:  

     ‘And how much is Professor Dumbledore paying you, Winky?’  

Hermione asked kindly.  

     If she had thought this would cheer Winky up, she was wildly mistaken.  

Winky did stop crying, but when she sat up she was glaring at Hermione  

through her massive brown eyes, her whole face sopping wet and suddenly 

furious. 

     ‘Winky is a disgraced elf, but Winky is not yet getting pair!’ she  

squeaked. 

‘Winky is not sunk so low as that! Winky is properly ashamed of being  

freed!’ 
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     ‘Ashamed?’ said Hermione blankly. ‘But Winky, come on! It’s Mr  

Crouch who should be ashamed, not you! (GoF, 331) 

Hermione does not once consider how the house elves, after generations of being 

enslaved, might consider their own position. She plows ahead with her own moral 

understanding instead of learning from the elves and trying to better their conditions at 

their own pace. Dobby is most forward about being free and getting paid, but Hermione 

still complains he is not being paid enough rather than accepting that Dobby himself 

should be setting the pace. It is Harry who listens to Dobby and tries to understand what 

the elf is feeling. When Dobby regresses back into punishing himself Harry stops him 

and reassures him “You just need a bit of practice” (GoF, 332) rather than being upset 

that he does not have things magically figured out. Hermione even tries to speak for 

Kreacher and only allows him to speak for himself when Kreacher would not let her act 

like she understands him. Hermione’s Gryffindor tendencies make her an aggressive 

leader and she often fails to let others lead their own fights themselves. This could even 

be viewed as falling into Aristotle’s reckless vice, showing that while Hermione often 

thinks through many aspects of her actions she often fails to think things through fully. 

This failure, often an easy mistake to make, does highlight her as Gryffindor much like 

Harry, though Hermione tends to ignore other people’s feelings when focusing on the 

logical issues rather than the other way around. In fact, Dumbledore played the 

recklessness nature of both Harry and Hermione off each other in the search for the 

Deathly Hallows: “I am afraid I counted on Miss Granger to slow you up, Harry” (DH, 

577) making it clear that other people in the series are aware of Hermione’s strict way of 

thinking. This is particularly notable when considering how Hermione is constantly 
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ignoring, writing off, and outright snapping at Luna, among others, for having a different 

style of knowledge. She gets frustrated that someone does not think exactly like her, 

making her far more of a headstrong, if courageous, Gryffindor even in her leadership 

roles. 

     Albus Dumbledore tends to fall into these same pitfalls, assuming that his decisions 

are the correct one and failing to take other people into account. Dumbledore spends 

most of Order of the Phoenix outright ignoring and avoiding Harry rather than 

explaining what is happening and thus leaving Harry to try and figure things out on his 

own while being in the dark. The death of Sirius Black is the result. Further, since 

Dumbledore assumed Sirius is guilty he does not ensure a fair trial, or even a trial in 

general. Having intervened with Severus Snape it is apparent that Dumbledore could 

have forced the issue because he was able to do so, and yet he did not, and an innocent 

man went to Azkaban for twelve years because of it. Rather than share his knowledge 

and power Dumbledore keeps it close to his chest and acts like everyone else needs to 

just accept his decision and go along with his plan. It is also worth noting that this plan 

included sending Harry back to the Dursleys’ every summer despite ample proof that the 

house was abusive and neglectful. There are other places Harry could have grown up that 

would have been protected, such as a house under the fidelius charm or Hogwarts, where 

he would have been better cared for, yet Dumbledore still insisted on sending him back 

to the Dursleys even after they put bars on his window. While this was done arguably so 

that Harry would survive, Dumbledore admitted to Snape that it was more so that Harry 

could sacrifice himself and die at the right time: “‘You have kept him alive so that he can 

die at the right moment?’ ‘Don’t be shocked, Severus. How many men and women have 
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you watched die?’” (DH, 551). Dumbledore’s focus has always been on Harry’s destiny 

with Voldemort and not as a child who should not have to fight a war in the first place.  

     Additionally, Dumbledore’s focus on this war leads him to sacrifice the education and 

safety of all the students at Hogwarts by keeping Death Eaters on staff, dangerous 

artifacts on Hogwarts grounds and failing to properly address issues like a Basilisk 

roaming the school property. Despite his apparent intelligence and fairness Dumbledore 

is still willing to sacrifice the safety and happiness of the students in his care for what he 

understands to be the greater good, testing Harry and making sure he is prepared to die. 

With no one to check his power the Headmaster often acts tyrannically in his choices by 

not allowing others to help make critical decisions, a tendency that paints him as a 

Gryffindor far more than a good balance of all the house virtues. 

     When one considers many of the characters, even the more active leaders, in 

Rowling’s Harry Potter series it becomes apparent that the Houses that the students are 

Sorted into tend to affect all their virtues. While all the characters are multi-faceted many 

of the ones placed in Gryffindor, Ravenclaw, and Slytherin keep their house virtues at 

their core, while Hufflepuff has the freedom to move further afield. 

     

The Question of the Best Life 

     The next question that arises then is: why is Hufflepuff characterized by such a wide 

range of virtues that eventually are set aside for ‘taking all the rest’? Specific virtues that 

merit one’s inclusion in a particular House are disregarded in order to accept anybody. It 

is no longer about the worth one already has but the fact that one is a person, a child, and 

thus has potential for many things rather than just a strong tendency toward virtue in one 
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area already. This change mirrors the development of Slytherin, whose first song also 

failed to mention that blood-status is taken into account. The Sorting Hat only adds that 

requirement during the fourth-year song and it is strongly reiterated in the fifth year. In 

response to Slytherin’s exclusivity, Hufflepuff becomes more inclusive; there are 

practically no requirements in the fifth-year song beyond not quite fitting into any of the 

other houses. Yet, these changes are not completely divorced from the previous virtues 

that the Sorting Hat presented for these houses. Just as the novels often pair ambition 

with having been raised a certain way (ie as a pure-blood with the understanding of one’s 

superiority over those of lesser blood status) so, too, does Hufflepuff’s inclusivity 

actually match the descriptions of being patient, just, loyal, and hard working.  

     Consider the section above where Aristotle’s view of justice was discussed as not 

being a virtue but actually being the entirety of virtue combined and focused on personal 

interactions among people. Justice is not a virtue for the sake of itself but use of virtue 

for the sake of society. Here then is where the Harry Potter series severely deviates from 

Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics: Aristotle does not see public virtue as the pinnacle of 

virtue. Private virtue, the life of the philosopher independent from society, takes the top 

spot, but throughout Rowling’s series, the characters of Harry Potter continue to 

challenge the idea that a fully-detached life is possible or even desirable. Even when 

Aristotle does allow the political life to lead in happiness his previous material 

requirements limit who can be happy, another place which Rowling separates her work 

from him. These changes stem from another conversation occurring between Rowling’s 

work and Aristotle’s text: the understanding of the best human life. 
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     This conversation can be viewed from two different perspectives, based on a schism 

between Aristotelian scholars regarding Aristotle’s opinion of what is the best life. There 

are generally two accepted readings of the best life: the ‘Intellectualist’ view which 

argues that Aristotle’s best life is to withdraw from society to contemplate; and the 

‘Inclusivist’ view which puts forth the idea that Aristotle believes the best life is a 

combination between contemplation and moral virtue that allows for a much more 

socially active life. Both of these views are supported within not only the Nicomachean 

Ethics but other works of Aristotle’s as well, offering a broad discussion of how one may 

lead one’s best life. However, the Harry Potter series demonstrates both of these 

arguments through different characters and groups and offers criticism about both, 

choosing instead to allow a greater number of people access to the best life by rejecting 

some of the constraints Aristotle places on achieving happiness.   

     The ‘Intellectualist’ view, named as the best life by Aristotle at the end of his 

Nicomachean Ethics, is the life where one withdraws from society as much as possible in 

order to spend one’s time contemplating. While full removal of one’s self from worldly 

matters is impossible because one needs food and shelter and other external goods, 

spending as much time apart from society and thinking is the happiest life for the 

intellectualist. To see how Rowling uses this viewpoint, it becomes important to consider 

the centaurs, a race of half-horse half-human creatures, whom Rowling presents as very 

aloof and detached from the human society with whom they co-exist.27 The only centaur 

in the Forbidden Forest presented with an active interest in the well-being of humans is 

                                                           
27 In the introduction of the original Fantastic Beasts & Where to Find Them, the chosen separation of the 

centaurs is highlighted by the fact that, by the human rating system, centaurs ought to be classified as 

‘Beings’ yet the centaurs insists on retaining the classification of ‘Beast’ in order to “manage their own 

affairs separately from wizards” (Xiii, footnote). 
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Firenze, who is eventually rejected by his own herd due to this interest in cooperation 

and mutual learning. Firenze notes that “They see it as a betrayal of our kind” (Rowling, 

OotP 530). Despite his willingness to work with humans, even Firenze is dismissive and 

aloof from the students he teaches:  

      ‘Sybill Trelawney may have Seen, I do not know,’ continued Firenze,  

and Harry heard the swishing of his tail again as he walked up and down  

before them, ‘but she wastes her time, in the main, on the self-flattering  

nonsense humans call fortune-telling. I, however, am here to explain the  

wisdom of centaurs, which is impersonal and impartial’ (531). 

The impersonal realm of the intellectualist, as manifested by the centaurs, is also 

presented by Aristotle in his Nicomachean Ethics: the best life is a life of detached 

understanding and observation:  

[W]hereas the activity of the intellect, because it is contemplative, seems  

to be superior in seriousness, to aim at no end apart from itself, and to have  

a pleasure proper to it (and this pleasure helps increase the activity), such  

that what is self-sufficient, characterized by leisure, and not subject to  

weariness to the extent possible for a human being, and all contemplative  

activity – if all this is so, then this activity would constitute the complete 

happiness of a human being (Aristotle 225; 1177b 20-6).  

At first Aristotle wonders if this is even a possibility for a human, saying, “But a life of 

this sort would exceed what is human” (225; 1177b 28), and seeing such a life as the 

province of the divine. However, he goes on to qualify this statement:  

But one ought not – as some recommend – to think only about human  
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things because one is a human being, nor only about mortal things because  

one is mortal, but rather to make oneself immortal, insofar as that is possible,  

and to do all that bears on living in accord with what is the most excellent  

of the things in oneself. For although that most excellent thing is small in  

bulk, in point of its capacity and the honor due it, it prevails by far over 

everything. And it would seem that each person even is this thing, if in fact  

it is what is authoritative and better in him. It would be strange, then, if a  

person should not choose the life that is his own but rather that of  

something else. What was said before fits well now too, for what is  

proper to each is by nature most excellent and most pleasant for each.  

And so for a human being, this is the life that accords with the intellect, if  

in fact this especially is a human being. This life, therefore, is also the 

 happiest (225-6; 1177b 32- 1178a 8) [emphasis trans]. 

Even if it is not possible to fully achieve the perfect life of contemplation because one is 

not totally self-sufficient, the attempt at this life in some way is far happier than any 

other life. Aristotle calls on us to attempt this contemplative independence whenever 

possible. While he does recognize some manner of socialization as necessary, such as 

true friends who help each other towards proper contemplation,28 this style of life is far 

more independent than the moral life which directly requires other peoples’ involvement, 

most notably involvement in the political system. In fact, Aristotle goes on to call the 

morally virtuous life happy in “a secondary way” (226; 1178a 9), which means that all of 

the students of Hogwarts, except possibly a few select Ravenclaws, will only ever be 

                                                           
28 This too is reflected in Rowling’s text. Centaurs, while separate from humans, live in herds: they use a 

different type of socialization to achieve their more independent ends.  
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happy in a minor way because of their focus on virtues. Some Aristotelian scholars have 

noted the apparent disconnect between the life of contemplation and the life of moral 

virtues by gesturing to its problematic position if contemplation overruled moral virtue:  

For, assuming that there is a distinctive value in directing one’s  

behaviour in accordance with the rules of morality, this value would seem  

to be important enough so that one ought not to make its realization a mere  

by-product of the pursuit of intellectual values. To do this would be to  

suppose (absurdly) that no degree or amount of moral good is important  

enough to justify foregoing the attainment of the very slightest intellectual  

good, if it should turn out to be impossible to have both (Cooper, 119). 

This concern is also found within the Harry Potter series, most obviously in regards to 

the story of the Grey Lady discussed already (see the Ravenclaw chapter), but also 

creeps in when discussing the centaurs and their extreme intellectual focus.  

      Yet, the series as a whole does not let the centaurs’ preference for impersonal 

separation go unquestioned. When the culminating battle occurs on the grounds of 

Hogwarts and Harry is apparently killed by Voldemort, his body is carried back to the 

castle by Hagrid. As they are travelling through the Forbidden Forest, Hagrid spots the 

centaurs who have remained inactive throughout the entire invasion by the Death Eaters 

and he berates them: “‘BANE!’...Happy now, are yeh, that yeh didn’ fight, yeh cowardly 

bunch o’nags? Are yeh happy Harry Potter’s – d – dead…?’” (Rowling, DH 583). The 

centaurs have chosen to uphold their social system of separation and un-involvement, but 

this choice is derided by people on both sides of the final battle. Even the Death Eaters 

who go on to shout insults at the centaurs, considering the lack of action more 
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capitulation than non-inclusion. Considering the centaurs involve themselves every time 

students enter the Forbidden Forest, their lack of involvement in the final battle is 

suspicious. Firenze gives Harry a ride in the first book and the centaurs try to discourage 

Hagrid’s relationship with his giant brother in sixth year and end up attacking Umbridge 

as well, yet they delay fighting to save lives. However, insisting that the centaurs should 

join the battle means that the readers are supposed to consider moral involvement more 

important than the contemplative distance which the ‘Intellectualist’ Aristotle would 

consider necessary. This view is further rejected when Rowling has the centaurs arrive at 

the very final fight between good and evil: “Then came hooves, and the twangs of bows, 

and arrows were suddenly falling amongst the Death Eaters” (Rowling, DH 587). The 

centaurs’ eventual involvement shows that Rowling recognizes full removal from society 

is not possible.  

     Other Aristotelian scholars argue that the contemplative life necessarily involves 

moral actions while maintaining a focus on philosophy. Richard Kraut words the 

argument as follows: “The philosopher will engage in ethical activity but will do so for 

the sake of contemplation; therefore, his life is ‘in accordance with understanding’ and 

not in accordance with practical virtue” (25). While the focus is contemplation and 

ethical actions are done for the sake of contemplation, Kraut argues that the philosopher 

does not avoid acting morally and, in fact, is willing to making sacrifices when the need 

arises: “The person who philosophizes when he should be helping others might not be 

making a mistake about the value of contemplation; rather, his mistake may consist in 

his insufficient concern for the good of others” (32). By this argument, Kraut would 

allow the centaurs to maintain their contemplative lifestyle while still interfering in the 
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final battle to help defeat Voldemort. This action is both honourable in itself, in so far as 

it helps others, and honourable for the sake of contemplation – the centaurs will be able 

to continue contemplating since they will still be alive and free to do so. However, this 

purely intellectualist view, even with its allowance for moral action when appropriate 

and necessary, is still rejected by the Harry Potter series overall because of its delayed 

response to assisting others under threat, and for its alienating quality for those who 

cannot achieve a life of contemplation. If one takes a very ‘Intellectualist’ Aristotelian 

perspective, then even the Slytherins who, presumably, have a larger percentage of the 

necessary external goods required for happiness, are left behind, just as many of 

Firenze’s human students feel left behind by the professor for being human and focused 

on human things. 

     The series may, then, lean towards an ‘Inclusivist’ Aristotelian account, one that more 

firmly combines the contemplation aspects of Aristotle’s account with a much more 

active moral involvement. This perspective on Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics considers 

how the vast majority of the text is spent exploring the moral virtues as key to living 

proper. ‘Inclusivism’ tries to explain or reconcile Aristotle’s apparently sudden turn 

away from morality and towards contemplation. Academics, in taking on this view, often 

fall into two camps. First are those academics who believe contemplation is the most 

fulfilling life but recognize that most people will not be able to achieve this life. The 

moral or mixed life is the alternative life that most people can achieve. Secondly there 

are academics who argue that Aristotle’s overall discussion results in the mixture of 

theoretical and moral activity as the best life altogether. However, both groups agree that 

the wholly contemplative life is unavailable to people who live their lives in society and 
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that people should instead focus on living their best political life, a sentiment that the 

Harry Potter series also espouses. The general argument for both groups is perhaps best 

worded by Roger J. Sullivan:  

Theoretical activity and practical activity are each a partial dimension of  

what it is to live as a human being; we are both thinkers and agents, and  

we cannot avoid either. Consequently, the best life for us consists in doing  

both kinds of activities, and doing them well and in proper balance (170). 

Bringing the two camps together, the ‘Inclusivist’ view highlights the need to use the 

moral virtues that Aristotle spends much of the Nicomachean Ethics discussing during 

the active times in a person’s life with contemplation during the leisurely times, since it 

is not possible for most people to spend all their time relaxing and not healthy for one to 

spend all one’s time being active. This argument is generally found in the smaller details 

of Aristotle’s argument. When describing the life of contemplation, Aristotle’s use of the 

gods as the pinnacle undercuts the possibility of humans reaching that level of 

contemplation, meaning that while people may strive for it, happiness is more likely to 

be found, for humans, in a good mixture of our minds and our social aspects:  

When Aristotle describes happiness for the gods, then, he need not be  

claiming that human beings are defective insofar as they are not gods. He  

need not be saying that we would be better off if we were gods. Nor is he  

saying that there is no point in being born a human being because we are  

not gods. Instead, Aristotle is grappling with the problem of what counts  

as happiness for creatures that, while human, have a divine element in  

them (Gottlieb, 63). 
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The divine element, the ability for humans to contemplate, needs to still be included in 

the happiest human life but to insist it is the only thing that will make people happy 

would mean most people will never achieve this happiness. This too is shown in Harry 

Potter when the students of Firenze feel rejected, and even attacked, for their humanity 

and struggle to see things more clearly.  

     Instead, humanity’s best bet is to embrace the social aspects of their nature alongside 

the divine aspects. Even contemplation, Aristotle argues, is done well with a proper 

friend, which explains why the Nicomachean Ethics appears to diverge from its topic of 

moral virtues to talk about friendship. Both the moral virtues and the intellectual ones are 

improved through habituation within society, as Gottlieb goes on to note: “According to 

Aristotle, however, a human being will be unable to attain the knowledge and emotional 

experience to become good, or, for that matter, bad, outside of society” (190). This 

habituation to good virtues, developed over time, leads a person to proper contemplation 

and wisdom; acting leads to thinking: “[O]nly those who, as younger men, have already 

tasted the excellence of a life of beautiful action can appreciate the excellence and beauty 

of theōria” (Salem, 152). Aristotle notes this in his discussion of the intellectual virtues: 

“The cause is that prudence is also of particulars, which come to be known as a result of 

experience, but a young person is inexperienced: a long period of time creates 

experience” (125; 1142a 14-6). It takes time to learn how to contemplate and also to gain 

enough leisure time to be able to do so, so it is best for one to habituate one’s self to 

moral virtues and let them lead one to contemplation through experience.  

     Altogether then, the ‘Inclusivist’ view appears much closer to Rowling’s series than 

the ‘Intellectualist’ view. Life for Harry and his friends is not just about gaining 
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knowledge and contemplating that knowledge, but also standing up for what’s right even 

when no one else does. It may be, then, that Rowling does not depart from Aristotle but 

rather chooses to accept the more viable option to achieve happiness than the purely 

contemplative life allows for. The happier life in Harry Potter is the mixed life, even if it 

is not the easy life to choose.  

     However, the acceptance of this view is not what is shown throughout the series 

precisely because the devil is in the details. While more people may be able to achieve 

happiness through a mixed life of moral virtues and contemplation, Eric Salem, in 

discussing the ‘Inclusivist’ argument, hits on a small detail vital to Aristotle’s whole 

view of happiness which includes contemplation and social interaction: “Aristotle 

weaves his accounts of virtue, pleasures, reason, and external goods so closely together 

that it is almost impossible to separate them. To focus on each topic separately would be 

to distort the wholeness of Aristotle’s own presentation” (47). Aristotle’s moral virtues 

still require specific circumstances and specific external goods for a person to achieve 

them. The ‘Inclusivist’ argument runs up against the same issue that is set out in 

Rowling’s Slytherin exclusivism: only certain select people have the means to even get 

there. Generosity and magnificence require certain levels of money that many people 

simply do not have. Magnanimity requires social standing that, in Aristotle’s society, 

slaves and women would never be able to achieve, and in the world of Harry Potter 

would be limited to those wizards of pure blood (and in a lesser way witches of pure 

blood, refer again to this discussion of the original statue in the Ministry of Magic). 

House elves, Muggles, Muggle-borns, Half-bloods, and even poor purebloods are all 

limited in how virtuous they can be if Rowling espoused even the ‘Inclusivist’ view of 
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Aristotle because the external goods are needed first before one can properly habituate 

one’s self to those virtues. While the hope may be that if one lives virtuously within 

one’s own means then one can still be happy, that is not how Aristotle, or ‘Inclusivists’, 

argue:  

[I]f the good person is always in equilibrium, such a person needs to have  

all of the ethical virtues in order to confront all eventualities in life without 

falling out of kilter. In order to remain balanced, such a person will need to  

have their emotions and reason go hand in hand (Gottlieb, 11).  

Aristotle calls several virtues and aspects of humanity as virtue fully combined: 

magnanimity, justice, and prudence are all identified as such at one point. This means 

that Aristotle sees the fully moral virtuous person as someone who has achieved all 

virtue, including ones requiring external goods. The external goods must be present to 

help build the habit of proper virtue, so it does not work as John M. Cooper hopes: 

“Where goods of fortune are concerned, all one need to do is to become morally virtuous 

and live accordingly: provided that fortune does not maliciously interfere, these goods 

will be forthcoming” (133). Without external goods in Aristotle, you cannot learn to be 

properly generous or magnificent, just as you cannot be properly courageous without a 

battle to fight.  

     That detail is where Rowling very notably deviates from Aristotle. She highlights the 

problem in Slytherin house and uses her three main heroes to show how little external 

goods and circumstances matter to the virtue of her world: Harry the saviour spends ten 

years sleeping under the stairs at his abusive aunt’s house; Ron Weasley starts school 

with a hand-me-down wand and robes because his family is extremely poor, and 
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Hermione Granger may be extremely smart but faces bias and bullying because of her 

Muggle parents. Rowling cannot accept even the ‘Inclusivist’ view of Aristotle’s best 

life because none of her heroes would ever be happy: they simply do not have the 

necessary external goods and good birth to make it by Aristotle’s standards. Nor does 

she, as an author, seem to put forward the idea that a person needs to be fully virtuous to 

ever be happy; she allows her characters to be much more flawed yet still able to 

overcome those flaws and improve. Rowling makes trying mean something when it 

comes to the possibility of being happy, which in Aristotle’s view does not cut it. 

Aristotle does expect people to strive for being virtuous, but he does not allow someone 

to be happy until perfect virtue is achieved, the best life is either contemplation or 

political involvement done perfectly. Rowling allows happiness in an imperfect world 

full of imperfect people.     

 

Loyalty and Inclusivity 

     This move away from either of Aristotle’s best lives helps to explain the choice of 

Hufflepuff virtues. Justice, in Aristotle, encompasses all the virtues through the acting 

out of those virtues in a social setting which matches well with the Hufflepuff attention 

to fairness and service to the community and each other. In addition, Rowling not only 

highlights patience (mildness) but also emphasizes the importance of loyalty, hard work, 

and the acceptance of others who are unlike you. Each of these adds to the meaning of 

Hufflepuff as the key house which leads away from Aristotle’s account and towards an 

adjusted, more human-focused account.  
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     While not discussed at any point in the Nicomachean Ethics, loyalty comes across as 

one of the most obvious ways of helping to combine virtue with a focus on social 

interactions. Loyalty at its core requires someone to whom one is loyal and presumably 

one to whom it is appropriate to be loyal: Aristotle’s true friendships would be an 

excellent example. However, this is also the virtue out of all those listed beneath 

Hufflepuff’s banner that can be problematic when taken to the extreme. Loyalty is a 

virtue that one could apply to every house within the series: Slytherins are loyal to 

Slytherin, Gryffindors are loyal to Gryffindor and so too are Ravenclaws loyal to 

Ravenclaw. This is shown not only in the more childish aspects of the series (things such 

as the House Cup and Quidditch Cup), but also in the more adult and lasting aspects as 

well:  Bellatrix displays no fear of Voldemort (as can be argued with many of his 

followers) but a deep and obsessive loyalty to him. Even after several years in Azkaban, 

she happily returns to his side. She is willing to kill her own niece and even new-born 

babies to impress him. Nor is this type of flawed loyalty displayed in only the villains of 

the series. As discussed previously, the whole of Hufflepuff has shown loyalty to their 

own, even in the face of mistaken rejection and exclusion of other people. However, 

Hufflepuffs have also shown the greatest tendency to realize their mistakes and to 

change their opinion. Whether this is Justin apologizing to Harry or Cedric returning 

Harry’s help with assistance of his own, it has been Hufflepuffs who have led the way 

with regards to adjusting loyalty when new knowledge is introduced. Jann Lacoss notes 

“Humans tend to fear things (and people) that differ from them and are unknown; hence 

the ostracism of various cultural groups in society as a whole” (70). This tends to result 

in loyalty to one’s own, the major problem that has already been highlighted in Slytherin 
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and in Hufflepuff. Lacoss continues by noting that this fear tends to be eased by 

acquiring knowledge of other people as people. This knowledge helps people integrate 

into different groups or to accept other groups alongside one’s own. This becomes the 

Hufflepuff loyalty which the Sorting Hat praises by combining it with justice: the 

acceptance of other people and a loyalty to the humanity in those people despite the 

differences among them. 

     This combination then helps to show how the fifth year Sorting Hat song of 

Hufflepuff breaks down from naming specific virtues to simply stating that everyone is 

welcome and will be treated the same. Justice combined with loyalty and patience is, in 

the true application of it,29 meant to be inclusive. Hufflepuff house is meant, through 

being “just and loyal,” to be someplace that everyone, from every background, is 

welcome and made to fit together while still being individual people. The house does 

have universal virtues and social laws which the students are expected to strive for and 

obey, for example they expected to follow the school rules and get along with their 

peers. However, each student has their way of interacting with these rules and virtues 

and to grow in their own ways. While Slytherin house accepts only a certain type of 

person (pure-blood and ambitious) and Gryffindor and Ravenclaw also have their 

preferred students, Hufflepuff does not even exclude people with those other 

characteristics. Hufflepuffs can be just as brave as Gryffindors are and they can be 

intelligent and ambitious, too: Cedric’s inclusion in the Triwizard Tournament means 

that he must have been judged to be well-rounded with the ability to compete as the best 

                                                           
29 False applications are the use of justice for only one’s own purpose rather than justice in an unqualified 

sense. If one chooses to only be just to one’s self one can still try to use the term justice but would truly be 

unjust.  
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of Hogwarts students and a willingness to participate in such a dangerous tournament 

speaks to both his intelligence in regard to magic as well as his bravery. Similarly, 

Nymphadora Tonk’s ambition to achieve the position of Auror also speaks to her 

bravery. Even Justin Finch-Flectchley’s willingness to brag about being in line to attend 

Eton shows that Hufflepuffs can come from more prestigious families (in this case a 

Muggle one). The particular students can achieve universal virtues, even those outside of 

their assigned house.  

     The difference between Hufflepuff and the other houses, and between Hufflepuff and 

Aristotle as well, is that their virtues are specifically tempered by other virtues. They are 

not overwhelmingly one virtue (brave, smart, ambitious) because they have the option to 

be practically anything, specifically in a social situation. Hufflepuff does not allow, as 

Rowling presents them throughout the series, to be singular and self-sufficient. 

Hufflepuffs are, at their core, social and even Cedric – the most isolated out of all the 

Hufflepuffs for his position as Triwizard champion – is always positioned in connection 

to other people: his Quidditch team, his girlfriend Cho Chang, his parents. His last wish 

is for Harry to “take my body back will you? Take my body back to my parents” 

(Rowling, GoF 579), a recognition that he is part of a family, a family which survives 

even if he does not. Similarly, Tonks falls in love with Remus Lupin. She is not deterred 

by his lycanthropy nor anyone else’s comments about it. She held the ambition to be an 

Auror despite her clumsiness and fought to be able to do so. She fights in the final battle 

despite having a newborn baby at home: “Harry looked at Tonks. ‘I thought you were 

supposed to be with Teddy at your mother’s?’ ‘I couldn’t stand not knowing –” Tonks 

looked anguished. ‘She’ll look after him – have you seen Remus?’” (Rowling, DH 502). 
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She has the bravery to fight despite the chance of losing everything because she knows 

that chance is there anyway: Remus could die, Voldemort could win, and they would all 

be doomed. Tonks’ understanding, the Hufflepuff understanding, intrinsically includes 

the wider society within it.  

      While practically everyone in the series can associate with their own,30 Hufflepuffs 

carry their inclusive nature beyond even their own house. One of the series’ first 

interactions with any Hufflepuff character, is Harry’s first introduction to the Hogwarts’ 

ghosts when Harry overhears the following conversation between the Fat Friar 

(Hufflepuff’s ghost) and Nearly-Headless Nick (Gryffindor’s ghost): “They seemed to be 

arguing. What looked like a fat little monk was saying, ‘Forgive and forget, I say, we 

ought to give him a second chance –’ ‘My dear Friar, haven’t we given Peeves all the 

chances he deserves? He gives us all a bad name and you know, he’s not really even a 

ghost” (Rowling, PS 86). Peeves is, in fact, a poltergeist, yet the ghost of Hufflepuff 

house can still recognize his importance in the grand scheme of Hogwarts, despite the 

annoyance he causes. It should also be noted that while, as stated previously, it is the 

Gryffindors who have the largest number of students stay for the final Battle of 

Hogwarts, it is a Hufflepuff who first demands to know if they will be allowed to stay 

and fight: “Ernie Macmillan stood up at the Hufflepuff table and shouted, ‘And what if 

we want to stay and fight?’” (Rowling, DH 489). The Hufflepuffs will not easily forget 

when one of their own was treated as the spare and killed for it. They are just as willing, 

                                                           
30 The major exception being Voldemort who proves to have a wonderful ability to manipulate people 

while at the same time severely lacking any real understanding and connection with any of them, even his 

own followers. 
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and maybe even more so, to fight for the survival of their school, their friends, and 

society.31     

 

The Problem of Hufflepuff and Hard Work 

     The problem of Hufflepuff, then, is not an intrinsic problem with the virtues of 

Hufflepuff itself, but, rather, a perceptual problem. Due to the fact that Hufflepuffs have 

so many varied virtues and not a singularly overwhelming and impressive one like the 

other houses, Hufflepuff becomes the ‘House of Duffers’ rather than a house that ought 

to be emulated. Consider the following conversations. First, Draco Malfoy’s disparaging 

comments about Hufflepuff from the very beginning of the series: “‘Imagine being in 

Hufflepuff, I think I’d leave, wouldn’t you?’” (Rowling, PS 60). This conversation 

prompts the second one, between Hagrid and Harry after Harry asks what Slytherin and 

Hufflepuff are: “‘School houses. There’s four. Everyone says Hufflepuff are a lot 

o’duffers, but –’ ‘I bet I’m in Hufflepuff,’ said Harry gloomily. ‘Better Hufflepuff than 

Slytherin,’ said Hagrid darkly” (61). Harry immediately assumes from both these 

responses that Hufflepuff is a worthless house, nor has this assumption escaped the 

notice of readers. Chantel Lavoie offers the following: “Harry’s initial certainty that he’ll 

end up in Hufflepuff speaks to the young wizard’s performance anxiety, whereas 

Hagrid’s assertion – “Better Hufflepuff than Slytherin” – insists on a different type of 

criteria: better to be incompetent than to be skilled and use that skill badly” (38). Here 

Lavoie hits the nail precisely on the head: people perceive Hufflepuff as the worthless 

                                                           
31 Rowling herself mentions this decision in an interview when she noted “The Hufflepuffs stayed for a 

different reason. They weren’t being show-offs. They weren’t being reckless. That is the essence of 

Hufflepuff.” This is from The New Harry Potter Reading Club’s Virtual Author visit. 
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house because the students sorted there are not already something. By ‘something’ this 

means, of course, the students that are brought into the house are not already brave, 

intelligent, or ambitious and pure-blooded. They do not already have everything they 

need to make it in the world. They need to make something of themselves: to become 

what they are, to become explicitly and actually what they already are implicitly and 

potentially.  

      Nor can this making be purely self-sufficient.  Each Hufflepuff is influenced by those 

around them; everyone is, but at least Hufflepuffs recognize that from the beginning. 

Lisa Hopkins comments on this need to build and grow: “[T]he inclusion of the 

Hufflepuff ethos of working diligently at improvement reminds us that natural ability in 

itself is not enough; thus, even when one has a predisposition to excel in certain areas, 

they must still be worked at” (27). Hard work becomes key for Hufflepuff’s virtues, 

which may be the reason it is mentioned twice. While everyone else has groundwork 

from which they can build themselves, based on one of their prized virtues and 

developed through the habituation which Aristotle discusses, the Hufflepuffs have no 

such groundwork. They do not have a predetermined name which they can apply to 

themselves and thus are often ignored. This is the true problem of Hufflepuff: hard work 

is written off far too easily, even by Aristotle. While the philosopher does note that 

habituation to the virtues will be hard – “[I]t is easy to miss the target, hard to hit it” 

(Aristotle 35; 1106b 32-3) – he still insists that the ends are more important than the 

work towards those ends.  

     Additionally, Aristotle still has a list of external goods which someone needs to have 

before they can become virtuous, goods that serve as the necessary groundwork for 
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Aristotle. Hufflepuff does not require a groundwork, or, rather, treats all groundwork the 

same. Lady Hufflepuff, as the Hat recalls in year five, argues against the division based 

on virtues or any external goods: “I’ll teach the lot and treat them all the same” 

(Rowling, OotP 185). Nor does she teach any of her students differently based on where 

they come from or what they know: “Good Hufflepuff, she took the rest,/ And taught 

them all she knew” (185).     

     Hufflepuff’s true strength is actually its weakness, both in the eyes of Aristotle and 

often in the eyes of the rest of the world, too, because hard work is what takes the house 

where it wants, and needs, to go. There is nothing that Hufflepuffs cannot achieve if they 

put their minds to it and pursue their goals, no matter where they began. Exclusive 

Aristotelian virtue is set aside for a combination of Aristotle’s virtues that are achievable 

by anyone with a lot of hard work and acceptance of failure. All the other houses are also 

set aside for these same reasons. When, for example, the Triwizard Tournament is put 

on, the Goblet of Fire is the impartial judge who selects the best of the qualifying 

students who will be challenged with regards to their “magical prowess – their daring – 

their powers of deduction – and, of course, their ability to cope with danger” (Rowling, 

GoF 225). Dumbledore tells everyone that “the Goblet will return the names of the three 

it has judged most worthy to represent their schools” (225). The Goblet selects Cedric 

Diggory as the best of all the Hogwarts students; Harry is only included because the Cup 

was convinced he was the only entry of a fourth school due to Barty Crouch Jr’s 

tampering. Cedric is the pinnacle of the student body at Hogwarts, a hard-working 

Hufflepuff. The rest of his house responds accordingly:  

Every single Hufflepuff had jumped to his or her feet, screaming and  
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stamping, as Cedric made his way past them, grinning broadly, and  

headed off towards the chamber behind the teachers’ table. Indeed, the  

applause for Cedric went on so long that it was some time before  

Dumbledore could make himself heard again (238).  

The hard work of Hufflepuff is coming to fruition in a noticeable way. They are not the 

ignored house anymore and they are proud of the work Cedric has done to get him to 

where he is. He becomes their rallying point, even after his death. In the face of a 

brewing war, Dumbledore points to the importance of doing the right thing – the 

Hufflepuff thing – when the time comes:                

Remember Cedric. Remember, if the time should come when you have to  

make a choice between what is right, and what is easy, remember what  

happened to a boy who was good, and kind, and brave, because he strayed  

across the path of Lord Voldemort. Remember Cedric Diggory  

(Rowling, GoF 628). 

Cedric is the pinnacle of a house which does not have problematic students in the same 

way that the other Houses do, because it does not pick only one thing that the students 

need to be. While the house does have flawed students as well as problematic moments, 

they show that they learn from their mistakes and work to become better people. Lady 

Hufflepuff recognized that people were individuals and should be allowed to be 

individualistic, but she also recognized the need to encourage those individuals towards 

positive engagement in society. None of her students existed independently, even the 

best of them, so Hufflepuff house became the house of welcoming. Everyone was 

welcome, and everyone would work and grow together. While traces of Aristotle may 
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survive within the Hufflepuff accounts of justice and patience, his elitist vision is 

rejected, as is his idea that people can be happy independent of the world around them. 

Hufflepuff roots itself in the recognition of society as a whole being filled with unique 

individuals.  Growth happens together and must happen together or society risks falling 

apart. 
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Conclusion 

The Harry Potter series, in many ways, matches Aristotle’s writings on morality, even 

Hufflepuff house which differs the most from the philosopher’s account. Each house 

reflects the chosen virtue through Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics and, except for 

Hufflepuff, strengthens these connections through its use of flawed characters.  

     Generally, each house is based around one or two virtues – with a few augmenting 

descriptions – which correspond to virtues listed in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. The 

main idea of the house divisions is to habituate students towards the virtues to which 

they are already inclined.  

     Gryffindor, the most discussed house in the Harry Potter series, matches almost 

perfectly with Aristotle’s first discussed moral virtue: courage. Courage, for Aristotle, is 

the willingness to face the possibility of death in battle without running away 

(cowardliness) or being too excited and unafraid of all forms of death (recklessness). 

Harry and the other Gryffindors match this type of courage perfectly, willing to fight 

Voldemort and his Death Eaters even while underage. Both Rowling and Aristotle note 

that courage is not the lack of fear but the ability to overcome it in the face of death. 

While Peter Pettigrew seems to contradict this image of courage (and is called cowardly 

by his former friends for it), he actually shows a different type of courage: a citizen’s 

courage where one is more fearful of what is behind them than the enemy in front. This 

is a type of courage, as Aristotle notes, that appears very similar to true courage and its 

inclusion in Gryffindor actually strengthens the series’ connection to the Nicomachean 

Ethics.  
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     Ravenclaw, then, offers an expanded view of Aristotle’s virtues, moving from the 

moral virtues into the intellectual virtues. Ravenclaw’s virtue – wit beyond measure – 

encompasses all five of Aristotle’s intellectual virtues, making it a more varied house 

than that of Gryffindor. Ravenclaw students, throughout the series, show different 

aspects of their intelligence and the entrance to their dormitory shows that Ravenclaws 

are encouraged toward the more metaphysical and universal wisdom which Aristotle 

notes as the highest of the intellectual virtues. However, Ravenclaw is not without its 

problematic representatives, as we saw in Helena Ravenclaw. Helena’s willingness to do 

anything to gain more knowledge and wisdom shows yet another connection to Aristotle: 

an understanding of how one may lack self-restraint with regard to any of the virtues, 

intellectual or moral.  

     Slytherin House then shakes up the pattern which the two previous houses have set: it 

presents two preferred virtues rather than one. Ambition, which has its obvious match to 

Aristotle’s discussion of ambition, is paired with the need to have pure-blood, though 

this requirement has been revealed to be somewhat flexible. Ambition, in the works of 

both Aristotle and Rowling, comes across as very ambiguous. It ends up acting as an 

indicator of both virtue and vice and does not really have the excess and deficiencies of 

the other virtues. Rather, one’s ambition is judged against the ambition of others with the 

focus being on smaller political and social honours. Rowling presents both positive and 

negative aspects of ambition through the different students and alumni of Slytherin. 

However, blood purity does not receive much positive consideration in the Harry Potter 

series, presenting a racist and false superiority that causes many problems and no 

solutions. While Aristotle does argue the need for superior birth and material holdings 
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for true virtue, Rowling’s presentation of Slytherins as problematic, even in their own 

friendships, tends towards the rejection of this need. Rather, Rowling’s use of Slytherins 

who break the mold of what is expected within their house – Horace Slughorn and 

Regulus Black especially – highlights the need to move away from limiting virtue to 

those of a certain status and opening it up to everyone.  

     This is where the turn to Hufflepuff becomes most important. Hufflepuff, even more 

than Slytherin, fails to present a single virtue but instead presents a selection of virtues 

which eventually culminates in the willingness to take every student and teach them all 

the same. While patience shows up within Aristotle’s moral virtues as mildness and 

justice bridges the gap between personal virtue and public virtue within the 

Nicomachean Ethics, much of Hufflepuff’s substance is notably absent from Aristotle’s 

text. Inclusivity and loyalty begin the move away from Aristotle towards the need to 

bring as many different people together in a positive group which encourages growth in a 

myriad of ways, shown in Harry Potter in Dumbledore’s Army. Cedric Diggory’s 

sportsmanship towards people even outside of his own house leads the way for 

Hufflepuff to recognize not just the humanity within their own group but within other 

groups and people as well. Rather than having problematic students who do not fit the 

mould of their house – as the other houses have had – Rowling instead gives Hufflepuff 

a poor reputation of being the nobody house because hard work is a necessity. 

Hufflepuffs, instead of having the innate courage, wisdom, ambition, or material goods 

of the other houses, must work to build themselves and others up to be better people in a 

better society. By drawing Hufflepuff towards this more public inclusion, Rowling’s 

work turns away from Aristotle’s elitist attitude and presents a more accepting view for 
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which everyone ought to strive, something Rowling herself believes, agreeing with her 

daughter’s comment: “I think we should all want to be Hufflepuffs.”32  

     Yet, even Aristotle turns away from the contemplative life in order to discuss the 

political life or in order to understand how best humans ought to live with each other. 

However, Rowling’s series diverges from Aristotle here, seeing the fully inclusive 

political life not as second best but rather the very focus people ought to have in the first 

place. Throughout the series, while Rowling recognizes the logistics of dividing the 

students up, she continues to call for unity. Perhaps the best speaker of this need to unite 

is the Sorting Hat itself: 

 I sort you into houses 

 Because that is what I’m for, 

 But this year I’ll go further, 

 Listen closely to my song: 

 Though condemned I am to split you 

 Still I worry that it’s wrong, 

 Though I must fulfil my duty 

 And must quarter every year 

 Still I wonder whether Sorting 

 May not bring the end I fear. 

 Oh, know the perils, read the signs, 

 The warning history shows. 

 For our Hogwarts is in danger 

                                                           
32 Rowling’s comment on this, again, comes again from a portion of the Virtual Author visit arranged 

hosted by The New Harry Potter Reading Club.  
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 From external deadly foes 

 And we must unite inside her 

 Or we’ll crumble from within 

 I have told you, I have warned you… 

 Let the Sorting now begin (Rowling, OotP 186-7). 

Hufflepuff, while the single house to bring the most variety of students together, is not 

yet enough to reach the unity required for people – together and individually – to thrive 

and be happy. The Harry Potter series steps back from the philosopher to argue for 

something bigger than individuals: the success and happiness of society as a whole. This 

is not easy because people are so often set on seeing their own uniqueness and not 

acknowledging the similarities between all types of people. Rowling’s series helps 

people to recognize that both similarities and differences are key to a happy and healthy 

society when acknowledged and accepted. While Rowling brings in the virtues of 

Aristotle into her world of magic and Hogwarts, she also brings in the need for hard 

work and acceptance of people for virtue to truly mean anything. 

      As the Sorting Hat calls for the students not to reject the virtues of the other Houses, 

he also calls for an acceptance of those other students as well. There is a readjustment of 

the moral center of the series to Hufflepuff but the stories contain many other 

adjustments that the readers should internalize including the recognition that people 

make mistakes. One’s knowledge is different from the knowledge others have and 

sometimes incomplete knowledge causes problems: like Neville trying to stop the 

Golden Trio from sneaking out to protect the philosopher’s stone. Neville did not know 

the stakes and should be pardoned for that, as should, perhaps, Mariette Edgecomb be 
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pardoned for turning in Dumbledore’s army to protect her mother. Virtue is hard, and 

people are trying and that should matter to each and every reader of the series. Both 

Aristotle and Rowling lay out a roadmap meant to help their readers improve and 

become better people: Aristotle through instruction and Harry Potter through example. 

By showing how complicated people can be, Rowling reminds her readers that slowing 

down, talking things out, and letting people change is important. People do not have all 

knowledge, will make mistakes, and may not ask forgiveness but others ought to forgive 

when it matters and move past earlier assumptions. People are imperfect, and Harry 

Potter reminds readers that is alright. Hufflepuff may serve as the moral center of the 

series, but every single character has lessons to teach and there are many lessons to be 

learned. The need to try, to improve, to socialize and find excellent friends, and to reason 

things out, to be a little brave and a little ambitious, and to not be afraid of the hard work 

necessary to change the world.   
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